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Alnwick awards schoJarships
by Kristin J)lbrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Three SCSU students who are taJcing
part in the Alnwick, England program have

been awarded scholarships for their
involvement in the area.
Sophomores Jessica Speller, ~hian·on
Colling and Melissa Turner are the winners
fo r the study-abroad program for the
fall/winter Alnwick District Council
Scholarship.

"It's a generous scholarship," said
Roland Fischer, director of the Center for
International Studies. "We are very pleased

wilh Alnwii;:k's generosity."
The scholarship is awarded only to

SCSU students. The students must be
atten'ding the university and planning to
return to SCSU after their study abroad.
l)iey must have a GPA of 2.5 or-higher and
show an interest in Alnwick. They must also
prove some economic hardship.
Fischer said the scholarship was put
together by the 'movers and shakers' of the
community. It is a competitive scholarship
awarded twice a year and the. amount of
money given varies each time. He said he
remembers in the past the city has given
1,000 pounds. This is about $1,700.

After reading applications,- the city
decideS how much money should be given
to each person based on how involved they
were in the community. If the applicant isn't
as strongly involved; the city may award
less money.
He said students have become active in
the community theater, church groups and
service organizations · during their stays in
Alnwick.
These include Boy/Girl Scouts, cancer
organizations and being involved ""'.ith the
area schools.
·

Go TO SCHOLARSHIP, PAGE 5•

STUDENTS STUDY IN SKYWAY, SUNSHINE

ShaM Opoli/PHOTO EDmJR

Freshmen Diana Williams Oeft) and Jenny Matis study between classes Wednesday in the upper level of the skyway
connecting Brown Hall and the Math and Science Building.

Race plans brought_to city conncil .
~t!;~t:\~:~~t~e-::~me:i~
by Mandy Jackson

minorities, in the total population," Gilchrist

Co-NEWS EDITOR

The St. Cloud City Council learned
about SCSU's plans for ending racism and
enhancing cultural diversity on Monday.
Gene Gilchrist, vice president of
AdministrativeAffairs,distributedcopiesof
the "St. Cloud State University Program to
Combat Racism and Racial Harassment and
to Enhance Cultural ·Diversity" to city
council members and city staff.
"St. Cloud State has been quite active in
increasing heterogeneity and social justice,
at least in the '90s, and perhaps earlier,"

now."
According
tO
Gilchrist, 11 percent
of the faculty at
SCSU are non-white,
at least half of whom
are
.·foreign-born
nationals.
Meanwhile, 9 percent
of students are nonwhite, with an almost
i;:ven split between

~~!i~;' s:~~~~:ea;;r}:~nu~1y ~:~i;n~~~ · ~~~s~:~o;~~e~~~
creating a diverse pool and has a
commitment to international educatiOn.
"We live in a country where we describe
pe?ple of color as minoritias. And they are

GENE Gn.CHRISf

high school class test-tafing pool by 2002.
The current number of non-white college
bound students is 12 percent, according to
Gilchrist
An option for educating students about _
race and diversity issues is a program
similar
to
the
Sexual
Assault Prevention program that entering
students must attend at the beginning of
their first year at SCSU.
_
Gilchrist explained the success of the
sexual assault program to the council. He
said the program has received a national
award for being the most progressive
campus in women's safety from
a national organization for women's
safety.

SCSU's goal provided in the program is
that by the year 20Cl0, 7 percent of the ·
entering class will be domestic minorities. _ _ _
G_
O_TO_C_ITY_C_O_U_NC
_ I_
L,-P-AG_E_6_•
Another goal is to match the g~dllating

Professors ptedict
slow, continual
economic growth
by Tyson Jahn
$TAFF WRITER

SCSU economics professors Mary Edwards
and Mark Partridge are predicting a slower but
continually growing economy for St. Cloud.
The area's growth apparently has -leveled
off, according to the professor's four to six.month indicator index for January 1998. The
indicators betWeen February and September
1997 were increasing, but leveled ·and slightly
dropped off into November 1997.
Will St. Cloud have to raise minimum wage
standards like the
city of St. Paul has?
"Sounds like
it," Edwards said.
"If busin~ss can't
find labor, the
number of jobs
created will not
balance with the number of people available."
Both Partridge and Edwards agree that
SCSU students affect the employment rate,
with some not being accounted for including
those who work part time. '
SCSU students affect th"e economy in
various ways.
'.'A.lot of-students make !-IP the work. force
for St. Cloud," Partridge commented. "SCSU is
a -real important driver in the economy.
Companies can't find workers and aren't
offering competitive wages."
Edwards believes the students who attend
SCSU definitely affect St. Cloud's economy.
"Students are trained here and businesses
invest in training them, but when the students
receive a degree they leave," Edwards said.
"Seasonally, these businesses also want to
expand, so they move and set up branch
somewhere else.".
First-year Unemployment claims for the St.
Cloud area are 17 percent lower than a year ago.
The St.
Cloud Times' help-wanted
advertisement series was up 39 percent from
December 1996~0 December 1997.
Edwards believes there could be a situation
where there are too many jobs and not enough .
workers.
"It could happen or be the other way
around," Edwards . mentioned. "Workers
probably wouldn't know the tecpllology that
goes along with the problem, though."
Contributing to it are the non-agricultural
employment and manufacturing employment,
which are 1.6 and 4 percent greater.
Growth has been down primarily in the area
of manufacturing. Hourly wages in
manufacturing have grown by 3 percent, but the
inflation rate durirlg the past year has risen by
about 2 percent.
Edwards said harsh Minnesota winters
definitely have an effect on the St Cloud job
market. "Low unemployment rates, particularly
for labor jobs, have risen during this time," he
said.
Several other factors haVe accounted for the
slight decline in the economic forecast,
according to the professors. New assumed ·
business names have dropped and St. Cloud's
November unemployment rate. has remained
1.7 percent lower than a year ago. Duluth's
unemployment rate of 4.1 percent remains the
highest, which is about_l.6 above Minnesota's
average unemployment rate.
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More than 120 messages displayed
in 24-hour period

Stearns sex offender
sentenced to 235 .•
months in jail

The Cultural Diversiry Committee of
Student, Government sponsored a tree for
Atwood Memorial Lounge. On Tuesday i1
had 120 ornaments on it, non-Christmas-

Shannon Michael Miller, no address
available.- was sentenced in Steams County
District Court on Monday to 235 inonths in
prison for having sex with three ur'lderage

the third periodically between June and
September o( 1996.
Miller had also been convicted of two
prior counts of sexual assault.

SCCU hosting its ·
grand opening

them about people's feelings on cultural currently serving 42 months for his
diversity.
involvement with a JO-year-old girl in 1996:
Students, faculty members and others • 1be 235-month sentence will be served after
helped the tree to bloom by writing brief that, consecutively.
notes on colored paper in the shape of hands.
He must serve at least two-thirds of the
·The colors represented all the different colors 235-month sentence.
of race.
He admitted to sexually assaulting three
The Commitment Tree is helping mark 15-year-old girls; the first on Aug. 4, 1996;
Diversity Awareness week at .SCSU.
the second less than th~ months later, and

Skiing ciinic
6 p.m. at Powder Ridge in
Kimball, a "Telemark Skiing
Clinic" will be offered.

'Slingblade'
7 p.m. in Atwood Little
Theatre. "Slingblade" also
plays Friday, Saturday and
Sunday at the same time.

FRIDAY
Husky Basketball
6 and 8 p.m. at
Halenbeck Hall. Husky
women's and men's
basketball teams play the
University o'f So.uth Dakota.

SATURDAY
Husky Basketball
6 and 8 p.m. at
Halenbeck Hall .. Husky
women's and men's
basketball teams play
Morningside College.

Announcements
MONDAY
Alt university offices will
be closed, and there will b~
no classes in observance of
Dr. Mprtin Luther King, Jr.
Day.

To submit infonTiation for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St Cloud, MN 563014498.

Index
News ........................ .... ... .. ..3-6
Career and Money .. .. ........... .... 7
Commentary/ Opinion .. .... .... 8/ 9
Sports ........... ... .. ........ ............ 11
Diversions ................... . ... ...... 15
c"lassifieds .... ......... .. ............ .18

MLK, Jr. celel>ration
to be hosted in

·Stew:art Hall tonight
The Council for African American
Students will host a variety of events in the
Kimberly A. RilSChe Auditoriu'm at 7 p.m.
this evening in honor of Martin Luther King,
Jr.'sbirthday.
The events scheduled include poetry
readings, skits, various musical perfonnances
and James Muhammad, a minister of the
Nation of Islam from the Twin Cities, as a
keynote speaker.
A loca1 children's dance group will also
perfonn at the e"vent.

STATE & NATION BRIEFS

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

longer just employees of state and statefunded agincies.

The public is invited to visit the State
Capital Federal Credit Union for its grand
opening celebration.
Located in Atwood Memorial Center,
room A 152, SCCU is inviting people to stop
by for free food, prizes and to learn about
credit union memberships. The grand
opening started on Monday and lasts through
Friday.
SCCU recently merged with MSUSA
• Federal Credit Union. Because of the merger,
SCCU membership is open to students and
alumni of the state university system, no

related.
girls.
·
The tree symbolized commitment, dre~
· Miller will serve his lime at the Minnesota
with ornaments _with messages written on . Correctional · Fadlity in StiilWater. He is·

TONIGHT
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Student refuses
to dissect, fails
course and sues
To Beate Broese-Quinn, saving
lives as an animal docto·r goes
hand-in-hand with her belief killing
animals for student research is
wrong.
So when Broese-Qulnn, who
. attends Foothill College in San
Jose, Calif., was faced with having
to dissect a fetal pig in her
introductory biology class at
Foothill College, she balked. When
she wasn't allowed to use an
alternative, she took the case to
court, in what -her lawyer described
as a fight for her "First and
Fourteenth Amendroents' right".

In the suit filed earlier this week,
Broese-Quinn is suing Foothill, her
instructor, Roger Hann, the college
administrators and the FoothillDeAnza Community College
District Board of Trustees to force
them to offer alternatives to
dissection. She is also asking for
emotiona1 damages.

New Mondale
·enters race for

governor.
A familiar name will run for a
Minnesota political position Mondale:
But instead of Walter, his son
Ted will be running. Ted will also
represent the Democratic party, but

College paper

allowed to see
crime statistics
While her classmates· were
focusing on. final exams recently,
Miami of Ohio Universi.ty s!ud~nt
newspaper editor Melissa Baker
was preparing to study their
disciplinary records.
Without comment, the U.S.
Supreme Court on Dec. 8 let stand a
ruling from the Ohio Supreme
Court that forces the university to
release disciplinary records - with
students' names and addresses
anached - to The Miami Student.

Under the Education Rights to
Privacy Act, colleges are prohibited
from
disclosing ,. "personally
identifiable infonnation derived
from education records" without a
student's consent.
In the Miami case, student
journalists said they wanted access'
to disciplinary records to track
crime on campus ·anct have fought
since 1995 to · get it. Miami
administrat0;rs , ,argued that "records
of student disciplinary hearings
were "education records" as
defined by Education Righ,ts IQ
Privacy Act.
After the Supreme Court let
stand the lower court ruling, Miami
officials said in December they
would
begin
releasing the
disciplinary records to the student
newspaper.
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University Chronicle {USPS 121-580) is written and edited by St. Cloud State University students and is
published twice weekly during school quarters, and weekly during summel sessions, except during final
a senior became a freshman.
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Repi~~a;· ;~=eh~!a~~gest
member of the Minnesota House of
Representatives when he was sworn in
at th~ec:f~~·1egislative assistant to his
father for four years.
The first few days in office Were
not intimidating and the veteran
legislators were helpful Omann said
"Steve Wenzel, DFL, has been
really helpful," he said. "Even though
we are not in the. same party, we agree
on many issues:'
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Couple offers $250,000 in matc~ing donations
by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

An anonymous couple is challenging
others to donate more by matching new and
increased donations to the SCSU Forward
Fund.
11ris past summer an anonymous couple
said they would match donations to the
Forward Fund up to $250,(XX).
'They don't necessarily want credit for
this," said Kay Sebastian, director of Annual
Funds. She said that is why the couple chose
to remain anonymous.
Sebastian said the couple wanted to
encourage donors to increase their gifts to the
Forward Fund, an annual fund-raising effort
forSCSU.
Donation increases and new donations of

$30 or more will be matched by the this before, but this is the first one for SCSU,
anonymous couple. June 30, the end of the Sebastian said. .
fiscal year, is the deadline for donations to the
The Forward Fund will be used to provide
500 scholarships to students, 250 books for
fund.
Last year $409,908 was raised by the "the library, 100 new computer statiofls on
Forward Fund and this yeai the goal is campus, 50 events for alumni across the
$500,00::,, not including the match, Sebastian country, 1.5 faculty, staff and student research
projects and 700 matches with students and
said.
All individual donors can participate in alumni for career net..yorking.
"(The Forward Ft.ind) should help all
the challenge. Alumni, parents, faculty, staff
and friends of the university are being asked students directly or indirectly," Sebastian
to donate or increase their donation to the said. She said the thrust of · the fund is
students. The fund helps keep the quality of
fund.
The annual parent phone-a-thon started on the university as high as possible, Sebastian
Wednesday. Student volunteers call parents said.
Most of the scholarships funded by the
of SCSU students to ask them to donate to the
Forward Fund. Alumni donated this fall as Forward Fund are from the Office of
well, Sebastian said.
AdmissiOns, such as Merit, Leadership and
There have been donation c~a1Ienges like Presidential Scholarships, Sebastian said.

Police chiefs· .

The Career Network matches are through
Career Services and the Alumni Association.
Students are matched with Alumni who.want
to advise then:i on career possibilities. 'The
Forward Fund supports the Alumni
Association so it supports the network,"
Sebastian said
1be Forward Fund has been around in
some form or another as long as -the Alumni
Foundation has been organized, Sebastian
said. However, it has only been called
the Forward Fund for five or six years.
Sebastian said she didn't know if the ·
anonymous couple or anyone else would
riiake a donation like this again. '"This is a
very generous gift," Sebastian said. "Maybe
other people will recognize this as an
opportunity."

· on sex offenders

by Cathy Houdek
$TAFF WRITER

Every neighborhood in Minnesota will be
notified impending a sex offender's release
into his/ her community by the local law
enforcement.
Chief of Police Dennis O'Keefe of the St.
Cloud Police Department spoke Wednesday·
to students and faculty on "Community
Notification: ID Your Local Sex Offender,"
sponsored by the SCSU Women's Center.
The presentation was a part of winter
quarter's Women on Wednesday weekly
series.
A new law took effect requiring the
Department of Corrections to screen and rate
all sex offenders c~.!?'ng out of prison on Jan.
I, 1998. It also requires that all local law
enforcement
agencies
develop
CT~~:iita~i:ut~~~-klii&!t~~i.~r;t~%,,1~~
risk. In addition, i{ states sex offenders must
register themselves with the state each time
they move.
Jane Olsen, director of the Women's
Center, said the reason they invited O'Keefe
to speak was to make people aware of the new
law. 'There are two issues. Notification is
critical. We have the right to know. We do a
certain notification process. It includes a
crime alert and a quarterly" report," Olsen
said.
Approximately 300 sex offenders are
released to communities throughout
Minnesota every year. •The new Jaw. gives
police departments the responsibility to
notify the public when former inmates move
into their neighborhood arid gives the inmate
the resi,onsibility to register themselves with
the state.
O'Keefe said, there are 140 registered sex
offenders in the St. Cloud area. Twenty of

Ben WichJerman/STAFF PHOTOGRAPlii /=...
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St. Cloud Police Chief Dennis O'Keefe speaks Wednesday on the new law requiring all sex offenders to be screen¢ and

rated according to the offense committed as part of a series in South Glacier Room of Atwood Memorial Center.
them are level one offenders. Pending the
inmate's release, a committee (comprised of
law enforcement officials, sociologists and
psychologists), will ascess the inmate's Crime
and make a conclusion if the person is likely
to re-offend.
.
One problem is inmates move a lot and try
to get away without alerting-police. Each time
they m9ve, even if it's just across town, they
are required to notify the police department.
Some continually change their addresses so
landlords won't find out about their past.
They also move to hide from law
enforcement officials. The penalties for not
registering are severe. ff first-time offenders
fail to register, they'll be charged with a
misdemeanor. The second time they'll be
charged with a felony.

"Hostility is so thick you can cut it with a
knife," O'Keefe said. "People respond
emotionally. They're afraid for their children
and grandchildren. They don't want one of
these guys to move into their neighborhood,"
O'Keefe said.
There are three levels of risk assessment.
Level one is the lowest risk. These people
commit crimes in the family. Law
enforcement will riotify the victim and the
witnesses if they request. Level two is
moderate risk. This level is difficult to deal
with because the guidelines are very
subjective. Police officials must notify
schools, parks and daycare centers. Law
enforcement gathers all of its crime reports
and figures out what the methods are of the
inmates and who their potential victims are.

Level three is high risk. Police
Departments
communicate
to
the
neighborhood who the sex offenders are by
using the media and working with
neighborhood block leaders. These levels are
decided on by the nature of the inmate's
crime, his/her participation in counseling,
showing remorse, etc. Sex offenders can
apply for a lower level if their record is clean
for five years.
"What people don't realize is sex
offendersareinourowncommunity. They're
people we know, our family, neighbors, a
person sitting])ext to you in class. We want to
get sex offender information out there, yet we
don't want to misle~ people into thinking
sex offenders live somewhere else," said
Olsen.

Students construct campus site
by Kristin Albrecht

"We decided to do it all in one

~~h~~ae~!~ ;!id~ut

of the way,"
One noticeable change to the ·
The professor of the sculpture
campus atmosphere of the SCSU class Bill Gorcia said they had a
campus is a dice sculpture located chance to choose from three
in front of Kiehle Visual Arts different final projects. This group
Center.
chose to do a sculpture on pop art.
This sculpture was created by This means they had to choose
three students for their final project something that is 20th Century art.
in Art 260 fall quarter. Seniors
The class was told they could
Adam Carver, Dan Hochstaetter choose pretty much thing to do for
and junior Travis Nagengast their project. Other groups in the
constructed the dice sculpture.
class made sculptures such as a
"We wanted to do something wood tepee and a totem pole.
large," Nagengast said. "Something
Another project they considered
out of the ordinary."
before the dice idea was to make
The sculpture is made out of the east side of Atwood Memorial
wood and painted to resemble a pair Center into a showerhead.
of dice. The dice are four-foot
"We thought the round pieces of
cubes.
The
group
spent the building near the gully area by
approximately 16 hours on the the Quarry looked like a shower
project and completed it in one day. head," Hochstaetter said. "We
CO-NEWS EDITOR

didn't think the university would
probably like that idea, though."
· They choose the dice idea
because of time restraints as well.
"For the amount of time that we
were given, that is what we chose,"
Hochstaeller said.
The students had to receive
pennission from the Art department
to ~isplay the sculpture on th'e
university grounds. It needed to
stand for 8 hours. A couple of other
groups displayed their sculptures
through fall quarter and others are
displayed in classrooms. ·
The dice still remain.
"I think they are still there
because no · one is going to be
injured by theril," Nagengast said.
'They are pretty lightweight."
"I like the idea they are still
there," Hochstaetter said. "Also,
who has room for four-foot cubes?"

Seniors Adam Carver, Dan Hochstaettet and junior Travis
Nagengast stand upon their final project for Art 260 class
outside Kiehle Visual Art Center.
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Speakers voice support for diversity
SCSU professor was
one of three speakers
during Diversity
Awareness Week
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

"I am an educator. I am a citizen of the
United States. I am a citizen of the world. I

have come in wisdom, for I shape the mind. I
have come in vision, for I shape the future. I
have come in love, for I shape the world."
With these words, Professor Bassey Eyo
spoke to a group of students, faculty,

administrators and staff who gaihered
Wednesday night in the Atwood BaJlroom.
The title of Eyo's presentation was

"Create Reasons To Do Good." It focused
primarily on diversity and racism.
"We must create reasons to do good, but I
admit that is as hard for me as anyone in these
cynical times," Eyo sa,id.
Diversity, Eyo said, is interconnectedness.
The idea that it takes a community to raise a
child and the philosophy of holistic seeing.
"Martin Luther l(jng, the man on whose
shoulders I stand today, believed in a real
sense that all life is related," Eyo said. "I
cannot be what I ought to be, until you are.
what you ought to be."
Eyo spoke of the recent racial issues that
have occurred on campus, particularly those
in the residence halls. He said heaJing in the
residence halls needs to begin now.
"The residential haJls ~ habitats for

humanity," Eyo said. 'They are castles of
friendship, kindness and love of people. They
are hop,es to nourish the hearts and souls of
all students..They are home 19 peace of mind ·
and forgiveness."
The best and finest instinct in each person
is what Eyo was appealing to in order to
create reasons to do good. According to him,
civili1y is how we relate to one another on
campus. Self, citizenship, knowing' what it
,neans to do good, and life are the things that
go into civili!y.
The university stands for vision,
excellence, and op1:xntunity, Eyo said.
''Education is not just about our mind. It's
aJ:M;mt our eyes, it's about our hands, it:S about
our feet. Education is about the heart. Beware
of education that leaves you without passion.
.Because passion comes from the heart," Eyo
said.
Eyo explained diversity as many things.
· He explained it as a well-rounded mind, a
human family, a team and a tapestry of
people. He used the example of his hand as
the human family and asked which finger
wasn't needed. His response was all are
needed.
"Diversity. Some folks. don't understand
it. They don't want to look it up in a
dictionary, they hate the word. It's an
emotional word for some people."
Speaking of the country, Eyo said a]I of
the problems people have with the
fundamentaJs of this country have to do wjth
diversity. Freedom is conflicted by
oppression, equality is conflicted by
inequality, individuality is conflicted by a
hunger for community, and justice for aJI is
conflicted by injustice.

P~ofes_sor ~ro~otes finding
d1vers1ty
w1thm self
by Sheila Janey

Lukas Johnson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU professor Bassey Eyo's "Creating Reasons to Do Good" was the keynote
·speech for Diversity Awareness Week Wednesday night in the Atwood Ballroom.
"We will nol win the global race [for
equality] with our team if we continue to tear
ourselves apart in our own arena," Eyo said.
Speaking of the university, Eyo
challenged the audience to create reason$ to
do good things in tenllS of diversity.
"Rise up with courage to make this
university better," he said. "Without courage
we will not go anywhere."
After the presentation, Eyo asked for
questions or comments. A student stocxl up
and again challenged everyone in the
audien_ce to make a change once they walked

out the door that night.
Residential
Life
sponsored
the
presentation.
"They urged me to do this because I was
hurting, extremely hurting inside, because of
som~ of the things that have happened on this .
campus in the last year," Eyo said.
''If the positivity that Bassey brings to
speeches could be brought to the rest of the
campus, I think things would be a lot more
positive," said Matt Stellmacher, a senior
who aJso has Eyo for a professor this quarter.

Model builder offers fl,dvice
.

b.r.fi1".'.i'.a.~""-r- .

Europe, when she lived in a town
'
STAFF WRITER
where she was· the only white person.
'The mess of society in reality is the breakdown
STAFF WRITER
She recalled how hurt and shocked of the cominunity," said Alfre'd Babbington"Who am I?"
she had been when children ran away Johnson, creator of Stair Step Initiative.
Erika, Vora, speech communication screaming the moment they set eyes
SCSU had the opportunity to listen to
professor, asked this question when on her. The children feared her Babbjngton-Johnson as he gave his speech on
she spoke Monday in the Atwood because they had never seen a white "Diversity in the Community" Tuesday in the
Little Theatre.
person before. This disturbing reaction Atwood Memorial Center's South Glacier Room.
"I am a granddaughter, I am a from the children was quite confusing
"Babbington's speech was very enlightening,"
daughter, I am a mother," she to Vora, considering that she had been said sophomore Dexter Stanton. "It gave good food
answered. "I am a wife, I am a lover, I brought up in a very liberal and diverse for thought and made me want to find out where I
am a seeker of knowledge, I am happy, family. Vora could not understand why can get more information."
I am ~gry and I am Swedish, but my her skin color mattered more than the
''I thought it was great. I wish everyone at this
first language is Russian."
person she was insidi;;.
university cou.ld have heard Babbington's speech. I
With tears in her eyes she said, 'To · _ _ ....,.,___
She recaJls learned I have a responsibility to other people ·to
look at one part of me would be to
that her parents give them any resources I have and to help them
disregard the rest."
a1ways t9ld her out," said sophomore Steve Wright.
According to Vora, one must take a
the world was
Babbington-Johnson said his first motivation to
journey inside himself- to find his own
her playground build communities came when he felt God had put
diversity before he can respect and
and
her the burden of building communities in his heart.
embrace the diversity of others.
neighborhood
In 1991, Babbington-Johnson acted upon this
"I wanted to come and see Erika
was anywhere motivation and created the Stair Step Initiative.
speak because of the steps she is taking
in the world.
organization.
to promote different cultures," said
But if this
The organization, geared toward building a
Cheryl Anderson, a student in Vora's
was true, why community of African Americans. was created from
Speech Communication 375 class and
did her skin two primary corporations: the Stair Step foundation,
a third grade teacher at Andover
ERIKA VORA color shut these which 'is nonprofit, and Stair Slep Incorporated, a
Elementary on sabbatical leave.
children off .to profit community venture funding program.
Prior to Diversity Awareness Week, her and why were they so genuinely Together they share a common goal of building
Sarju Shrestha, chairwoman of the. scared of her?
"
communities.
Cultural Diversity Committee, e,
Detennined to overcome· this
Its mission is to create a model on how to build
mailed SCSU professors asking them genetic obstacle, Vora played with the a community and document it so it can be replicated
to speak on diversity.
children every day. After a while, the to all cultures in the future.
"She is a very thought-provoking children reaJized she was not scary
"Our world is crumbling around us with the
and encouraging speaker," Shrestha anymore and her skin color became hopelessness of homelessness, video games
said.
invisible to them.
.capturing our youth, drug abuse taking empty souls,
Vora was born in E.ast Germany
Vora said th(! key to overcoming vioJentgangsbecomingthesurvivalchoiceforinner
during WWII. Her parents were forced cultural differences like these-is to look city youth, and bars on home replacing the welcome
to flee to Central Germany in the at yourself through the eyes of mats that used to lie on out front porches,"
middle of the night out of fear they someone you have difficulties with and Babbington-Johnson said.
would be killed.
ask them if this is how they see you.
"POOple want something better, but they do not
Within the next couple of years her
"More than likely they will say yes, know how to fix it," he said. "We need to find the
family immigrated to various parts of but not quite right," Vora said. The problem or we can't fix it either."
Europe where Vora learned her first criticism will be hard to. take, but
Babbington-Johnson saii:I once the problem has
language, Russian.
through interpersonal communication, been identified a model needs to be created to
Vora's first motivation to truly try to Vora said, both people can begin to recognize the technological, social anp economical
understand cultural diversity came at understand each other.
advances unique to this time. Then actions need to
an early age, while growing up in
Go TO VORA, PAGE 5 .,. be taken to reach through or acroi the implication

01
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are related to the technologi~al adVances of today's
computers and its implications on society.
'The inertia of society is ' moving toward
isolation," he said.
According to Babbington-Johnson, individuals
moving toward isolation are the cause of the break.up of tne community and the erosion of its values.
He said individuaJs become statistics and people
stop caring.
He added if Stair' Step
Initiative's model can get
through these advances and
connections can be made,
then it is crucial to try and
pro\(oke people to relate to
each other and ac1 together.
Babbington-Johnson's
organization found a way to
do this . by asking African
Americans with large cash
flows who are not already
incorporated
with
the
ALFRED
community, like- the artist
BABBINGTON· fonnerly known as Prince, to
"put some money in the
JOHNSON
kitly."
The equity pool is then used to get businesses
started and find African Americans to manage and
work, with the promise of transferring a percentage
of ownership to them.
Babbington-Johnson recalled this feeling in the
days of the black and white drinking fountains.
African Americans and some whites joined together
chanting, marching and picketing. They cried
together in times of pain and rallied in times of need.
They had a common unity, a sense of community.
"A well-built community is stronger than any
police force," Babbington-Johnson said.
Since its birth in 1991, Stair Step Initiative has
set up three businesses in its metropolitan
community. The first was a Dairy Queen Brazier
established in September of 1997, two months later
Tires Plus and this year the organization of a food
manufacturing plant.
Right now the organization is working on the
metro area of Minneapolis, but they are hopeful that
someday they will be working on implementing it
throughout the nation.
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Grant makes partnership possible
by Julia Peterson
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

The

Minnesota Job

Skills

Partnership Board is providing an
$85,868 grant to SCSU for a
training partnership between
Woodcraft Industries, St. Cloud,

and SCSU's Leaming Resources
and Technology Services.
Rich Josephson, project director
and research director at LRS, said
the Center for Information Media
has had a good working
relationship
with
Woodcraft
Industries for about seven years,
and this is the second training
project they have worked on
together.
·
Woodcraft Industries is a

company making cabinet door
components. They are going to
expand by adding another shift of

workers. The Minnesota Job Skills
Partnership, a· committee of the

Department of Trade and Economic
Development, provided this grant to
SCSU to run the IS-month
computer-based training program
for new and existing workers.

Josephson said he and Dennis
Fields, facilities, program and
personnel development director for
LRS, wrote the grant.
"It's a good investment for the
state of Minnesota to support
companies with high-tech training,''.
Josephson said.
Josephson said the training is
geared so there are no prior
computer skills needed_He said the
last time they trained with
Woodcraft Industries, about six·
years ago, they used touch-screen
computers.
"Not only does the company get
liigh-tech trailling," Josephson said,
"but here-at the·university we get to
practice the skills we are teaching."
Chris Czech, who was a
graduate assistant with a similar
project las! fall and winter quarter,
will be training with Woodcraft
Industries. He will train one
employee at a time, beginning with
a video from a laser disc that
explains different wood types and .
information pertinent to working
with wood. Czech said most of the
trainees are production workers.

Ben WichJennan!SrAFF PHOfOGRAPHER

Graduate student Chris Czech takes part in an employee
training simulation in the Learning Resources Center.
"We are introducing them to the
topic, and building a base of
knowledge for them," Czech said.
Vicki Osendorf, a 1993' SCSU

graduate, worked in the first
training program with Woodcraft
Industries in 1991-1992. She now
works at Woodcraft Industries in

charge of the training department.
"I · ~orked in the design• and
development phase, basically what
Chris (Czech) is doing now," she
said.
'The student involvement here
is to practice and apply the skills
they learn in lnf~ation Media
classes," Josephson said. Josephson
added there are many other students
who worked on training programs ·
like "this and found jobs in the field
after graduation.
Josephson said all the training is
developed at SCSU and then
delivered and used at Woodcraft
Industries.
"The advantage is that they
(Woodcraft Industries) can continue
using the equipment for years after
the grant is finished," Josephson
explained.
A signing ceremony will
officially start the project at 2 p.m.
tomorrow in the Valhalla Room of
Atwood Memorial Center. Among
the guests will be Gary Fields,
deputy commissioner of the
Department of Trade and Economic
Development.

Alumni Association offers more than it asks
Group offers career
networking, community
seNice and current
events for graduates
,dt',"l•!'la.

by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

The SCSU Alumni Association is not the
same as it used to be two years ago.
In fact, the Twin Cities chapter has
become more active, with monthly meetings,
annual golf events, community service and
other activities.
''Two years ago, none of this was going
on," said Jim Stigman, director of Alumni
Relations. 'There has been a Twin Cities
chapter off and on for a while," Stigman said.
Forty percent of SCSU Alumni live in the
Twin Cities area.
·
When Stigman took fas position with the
Alumni Foundation more than a year and a
half ago, he said he thought it was important
to get alumni refocused on SCSU.
Stigman said the Alumni Association has
,three functions. It creates a network of alumni

•to infonn them of current events and issues at
SCSU. The association is a soci:al
organization for c·areer networking · and
staying in touch with other alumni. And, the
Association is a place for members to
participate in community service.
Keeping alumni aware of issues at SCSl}
gives them the opportunitt to ·promote and
·support the uniVersity, Stigman eXplained.
Beck)' Hughes, co-chairperson of the
Twin Cities chapter and 1994 SCSU
graduate, said one of the reasons she got
involved with the Alumni Association was
because she wanted to stay in touch with
current SCSU issues and make sure the
community has a positive image of SCSU.
The Twill Cities chapter has monthly
meetings on the last Tuesday of every month.
Each montfi focuses on a different field. Titis
month is accounting.
Every May there is a golf tournament,
which will be held May 18. Stigman said
students are Welcome to participate in this
tournament.
At this year's President's Luncheon,
SCSU alumnus David Pomije, CEO of
Funcoland, will be the speaker.
Other social activities in the Twin Cities
include a St. Paul Saints baseball game and

pre-game ':ailgate party, which students are
also welcome to attend. Stigmll!' said it is a
good opportunity for students to meet alumni.
Also, '-Twin Cities alumni gather when the
Husky hockey team plays on KMSP.
"After' college everybody goes their own
ways," said Caroline Ticarro, co-chairperson
of the Twin Cities chapter and 1993 graduate.
She said the Alumni Association provides an
opportunity to stay in touch with the
university and other alumni.
"It's a good way to network and see how '
others used their degrees," Ticarro said.
Through the Alumni Ambassador
program, a graduate of SCSU is called once a
month and asked to lunch by a member of the
Alumni Association in order to discuss
getting them involved.
"Many people join because of the
community relations aspect," Hughes said.
She said some people have been looking for a
place to do volunteer work.
Members of the Twin Cities chapter have
helped with the MS 630 Walk-a-thon. Last
year they had a table set up where they raised
money for the walk and promotaj. SCSU.
Stigman said Alumni Association volunteers
wear their SCSU sweatshirts and T-shirts
while they volunteer.

Scholarship PAGE 1
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"We have a cross section of
students who are involved in
various activities," Fischer said.
The scholarship rCcipients
generally range from one to five
students. To celebrate, Alnwick
holds an award ceremony which
includes a dinner.
The first program in England
was hosted in London in 1976. In
1979 the program moved to
Alnwick and has ·remained there
ever since.
There are 62 people involved in
the Alnwick program through
SCSU for falVwinter. Of this
number 52 to 55 students are from
SCSU. The remaining students
attend colleges as far away as
CaJifomia and New York and as
close as Mankato and Moorhead.
Since its fonnation 146 faculty

"It is very difficult to hate those we
understand," Vora said.
But an even greater motivation to understand
cultural diversity came when Vora tbok a trip to
the United States to visit her •sister in Detroit,
Mich. It was here that Vora became fascinated
with the divershy of people and languages.
This fascination took her to New York where
she worked on her Ph.D. in intercultural
coinmWlications and worked as a . teaching
assistant.
Finally, her search for diversity brought her
to St. Cloud.
"I came to St. Cloud State for the first time
and noticed that they were lacking in cultural ·
diversit)'," Vora said. "I saw a great need to
discover the ~uty of their cultures."
AcCording to SCSU senior Spencer Bakke,
Vora did just that.
"She gave an extremely interesting speech
and helped me learn more about .the diversity
within myself," Bakke said.

members hav.e taught and 5,29()
SCSU students have studied
overseas. There are currently 14
overseas programs · in nint:
countries. The first program was
hosted in Denmark in 1973.
In March there will be 55
students heading for Alnwick.
Included will b:e a new, special
program for business students.
There will be business and speech
communications
faculty
accompanying the students.
Also, Fischer said starting this
fall all programs overseas will cost
$5,000 for each semester. Titis is a
savings of $1,700 compared to past
years. Contributions for the
additional scholarships for overseas
programs are always welcome.

"I felt like I had to give back to the
university," Ticarro said. She said she wanted
to give something back because .SCSU is
where she got her degree and met her
husband.
Hughes said the Alumni , Association in
the Twin Cities has a feeling of camaraderie
which they are trying to promote.
-.. , ;. .,
Most of the time spent on chapters of 1
the Alumni Association is concentrated on
the _Twin Cities and Central Minnesota
chapters ·because that is where most of ·
the members are, Stigman said.
The Central Minnesota chapter
participated in a program in November
that matched mentors with students for a day.
A chapter is being developed in
Rochester and chapters in Willmar
and Wisconsin are being discussed, ·s1igman
said.
''What we'd like to see is students getting
involved before they graduate," Stigman said.
The Senior Pledge Program encourages
seniors to pledge involvement with the
Alumni Asspciation for five years.
Accordin,ifto Stigman, as soon as seniors
graduate, they should infonn the Alumni
Association of where to reach them,
including their new job and e-mail address.

Taking classes isn't enough to get you a job after
graduation. Employers want you to have job
experience on your reswne too.
Sucks, huh?

Face reality.
The University Chronicle has news huddle
meetings at 4:30 p.m. every Monday and
Wednesday in Stewart Hall room I 8.
Write articles, get paid $10 for each one, gain
more communication and writing skills than
you' 11 ever get from a classroom and put
something else on your resume besides your
GPA.

CarpeDiem.
For more information,
call Ryan Voz, editor, at 255-2449.
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City council

PAGE 1

Also, Gilchrist noted that SCSU
has four, five and JO times the
amount of reported sexual assault
cases than other universities.
"Why'? Because we're reporting
it aggressively and honestly,"
Gilchrist said. He explained ·1ha1
SCSU encourages victims of
racism, racial harassment and racial
hate crimes to report those acts.

standards," Gilchrist said. "We
intend to bring people to the
campus who will succeed,"
Councilman Steve Gottwalt
wanted to know what students are
doing and how they feel about the
issues Gilchrist spoke about.
Michael Brethorst, Student
Govcmmellt liaison to city council,
said Student Government has been
"We're trying to create an working to educate people on
environment where people will campus through programs like
come forward and feel that if they Diversity Awareness Week, this
report they will be supported and week. Also, different committees of
something will happen as a result of Student Govemriient are working
that,"
on
different
Gilchrist said.
div~rsity goals
He explained
and suggesting
that a program
new
mgm
of advocates
courses, he said.
has been set
"In the past
up for students
students have
to report to
generally
and
share
stepped
back
will
experiences
and let things
with.
happen, and now
Gilchrist
we're taking a
explained
proactive step,"
Eugene Gilchrist
three possible
Brethorst
said at
VICE PRESIDENT OF
reasons for
the beginning of
ADMISITRATIVE
AFFAJRS
racial
the presentation.
harassment
Paula
and how they will be dealt with. Engdahl, the human rights
Naivete will be handled with coordinator for the city, said she
education, legitimate disagreements thought the presentation was
with mediation, and malice will be infonnative and gave the council an
dealt with severely.
awareness of current issues.
"We will let people go who
A relationship between the city
commit outward, overt acts of and SCSU is important because
racism or racial harassment on our they can help each other educate the
campus," Gilchrist said.
community, Engdahl said. "We are
The program requires that a community aTld we share
faculty and staff must go through concerns."
training. High traffic offices, such
There wi ll be training in St.
as the registrar, financial aid and Cloud for residents, meaning
billing and collection offices, will renters in St. Cloud, by the St.
receive training specific to their Cloud Human Rights Commission.
service orientation, Gilchrist said.
Students are the majority of renters.
Students of color will have a Engdahl said she would like help
mentor, a special orientation, and a from student organizations for that
special counselor in the counseling training. The training will help
center to handle problems specific eliminate complaints in rental
to students of color. Gilchrist said properties.
students of color will need special
The goal of the presentation was
attention as long as the campus to inform the city counci l on what
stays predominantly white.
SCSU is doing and to infonn the
1be retention rate of students citizens of St. Cloud, according to
between their first and second year Brethorst. It was a joint effort from
at SCSU is 77 percent, while it is Student Government and the
half that for Hispanic, American administra1ion.
Indian and Afrit:an-American·
Brethorst
said
Student
students.
Government does not play a large
Councilwoman Sue ,Hess asked part in the program. They can only
Gili;hrist if academic standards make recommendations to · the
would be different when trying to administration.
fill quotas and if there would be any
"We can encourage them to do
additional academic help for what we think is right," Brethorst
minority students who needed it
said.
"We do not intend to change our

We intend to bring
people to the
campus
succeed.

Club Germain Fitness
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3 Month Special
only

$49.95

($10.00 Start-up fee)

• Nautilus
• Aerobics
• Treadmills
• Spa

• Stairclimbing
• Free Weights
• Marcy Gym
. • Personal Trainer

* 5 Free tans
. * No Contract
* Students Only
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serious shortage of informatioh
technqlogy workers. That's
only two years away. We can
help you prepare now With
Computer Based Training
programs that Will teach
you programs such as Web
Authoring and Novell System
Administration through
your home computer. Enroll
·in one of our I.T. courses
today, and we'll help you
prepare for tomorrow.

.·
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cy~erclau is r.ow ir. senior.

eall 202-A93
at. Cl.Ol1d 1'echn1cal College - -.SC
e-mail: naec@eloud2.tec.mn.us • www.seteweb.tee.mn.us
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University Village Townhomes
Openings for the 1997-1998 school year

Four bedrooni townhomes for individual or
groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
wi1h three trips per hour t_? SCSU
Features Include:
• Heated Swimming Pool
e Sand Volleyball Court
• Free Parking/Outlets
• Heat and Water Paid
• Phone/Cable in Bedrooms
• Ceiling Fans in Bedrooms
• Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher
• Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Room
• Frost Free Refrigerator
"• Laundry Facilities
• Vending Machines
• Individual Leases
• Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

·

919 St. Germain Street, St. Cloud• 255-1171

For Adult Housing at Its Best, Cqll 252-2633
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Loan consolidations halted
Students graduating
winter quarter may not
be able to consolidate
student loans

In an attempt to rectify the Situation, both
the private institutions, who have organized
in a collective arrangement known as the
National Collegiate Highe~ Education Loan
Program, and the Department of Education
are meeting in a summit Friday. The intention
of both parties is to hash out exactly what the
new legis lation means for the parties
involved.
Dave Adams is a supervisor for- the
Student Loan Finance Corp.· in Aberdeen,
S.D., another private institution which
proce~s student loan consolidations.
''The problem with the bill the President
srgned is that companies like ours cannot now
exclude certain types of loans," Adams said.
"Some examples are low interest-rate loans,
and those subject to different criteria. Also,
the rate of interest we charge cannot exceed
8.25 percent.
"One last thing we must now include is
that we have to send 1.05 percent of the
interest back to the Department of Education
for processing OLP loans."

.?Y Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR
Q: What does a college student do after

graduating from college?
A: The smart answer would be
'consolidates his or her student loans.'
But, because of recent legislation by
Congress, many private loan consolidators

have suspended accepting loan consolidation
applications. This includes Sallie Mae, Inc., a
business which processes 60 percent" of all

private loan consolidations.
Loan consolidation typically involves

taking all the loans a student has received and
placing. them in one large repayment
program. This program will require pne
payment which will cover the sum of all the
loans instead of one payment for each loan.
In the past, the catch has always been the
difference between loans. Some loans are
distributed by the federal government, some
by state governments and others by private
financial institutions. The catch was that
consolidation of loans from one distributor to
another did not exist- until recently.
"Nonnally, consolidation takes place onc.:e
the student graduates," said Frank Loncorich,
director of SCSU's Office of Scholarships
and Financial Aid. "But, recently one of the
main consolidators, Sallie Mae, has stopped
consolidating student loans."

Legislation
The problems began in August when the
federal government, under the auspices of the
Department of . Education, w_as forced to
suspend acceptance of loan consolidation
applications for the Direct Loan Program.
The OLP is a federal loan program which
·supplies capital for student loans. Private
businesses, such as banks and savings and
loans companies, provide capital in the fonn
of the Federal Family. Educational Loan
Program, which i~ a federally subsidized
student loan but one in which agiven private
company accepts responsibility for collection
of the loan.
''The federal government changed the
regulations and lowered the interest rates
consolidators can charge," Loncorich s""aid. "I
think Sallie Mae is of the o pinion it may not
be profitable enough for them to continue
[consolidating student loans.]"
The Department of Education suspended
its acceptance of applications due to a flood
Of requests with which they could not keep
up. They became ba'ck-logged and made the
decision to suspend the consolidation
program until Dec. I. Because of this,
Congress enacted emergency legislation,
which the President signed into law, to
prevent students from defaulting on student
loans. The new legislation wem into ' effect
Nov. 13.
Companies such as Sallie. Mae, Inc.
decided to suspend their opera,ions at this
time 10 evaluate their own program and began

What it all means
The average student at SCSU with a year
more left will not likely have to worry
about the situation currently facing the loan
consolidatio n
process.
However,
if
graduation is approaching sooner than next
fall, there are only a few private institutions
currently
accepting
consolidation
applications. The alternative is the federal
government. Adams said the alternative-isn't
a solution.
"The problems the Department of
Education faced, which forced them to
suspend operations, have yet to be fixed,"
Adams said. ''That's why we're going to sit
down at this summit on [Dec. 19]. We need to
fix those problems and we need direction on
the exact interpretation of the new
legislation."
Not only do the problems the Department
of Education faced remain, but now they
are forced by their own legislation to
accept all loans which fa ll into either
catego .

br

Sara Kirk/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Junior Jamie Saver (left) converses with receptionist Penny Bauer Wednesday in
the Financial Aid Office room 106 in the Adminstralion Building.
the process Qf interpreting the new
legislation. In fact, Sallie Mae, Inc. sent a
letter, dated Dec.
1997,
to all
financial
aid
offices they deal
with explaining
their reasons. In
the
letter the

FFELP and OLP programs could not be
consolidated together. The ilew legislation
now allows students
with both ty pes of loans
to consolidate them
together. It also allows
them t0 consolidate
loans taken out from
one program into the

99
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The federal
government changed
the regulations and
lowered the interest
rates....
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later takes out another
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Frank Loncoricti
f:g~1~1;!;1:s n~:e
operational
DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE OF
student to consolidate
standpoint, we are
.SCHOLARSHIPS AND FINANCIAL AID
both loans under one
working to make
re-payment program.
system changes to
Another
example
comply with the
would be a student who
new law. From the funding standpoint, we arc has several loans in either the DLP or FFELP
seriously evaluating the financial viabi lity of programs and can now consolidate those
this program."
loans with the other program.
Officials at Sallie Mae were not available
Confused yet? Well, so are the private
for comment.
institutions. That's why they have largely
Under the rules prior to Augllst, the suspended the consolidation programs.

SCSU effects
'The loans SCSU offers which fall into
the FFELP category are the · Federal
Stafford Loan, the Federal Perkins Loan
and the Federal Parent Loan to
Undergraduate Students, PLUS. The
Minnesota Supplemental Education Loan
Fund, SELF, is not part of either program
and cannot be consolidated with either
loan consolidation program.
The federal government's OLP is
the federal ' government's version of
the Minnesota SELF loan.
"I think places like Sallie Mae are
doing this in order to strengthen thei r
position before [the Dec. 19] meeting,"
Loncorich said. ''The thing that makes no
sense is that these private institutions have to
pay the feds money for processing federal
loans."
Loncorich advises students to make
an appointment with the financi81 aid
office to discuss any concerns they may
have.

Appointments can be made by stopping in
the office in AS /06 or by calling 255-2047.

"From a funding standpoint, we are seriously evaluating the financial viability of this program."
Letter from Sallie Mae, Inc. - Dec. 1997
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. EDITORIAL

Prohibiting
human cloning is_
common sens~
Nineteen Eurol?"an nations signed the first

international ban on human cloning at a conference in
Paris on Monday.
And it took an official ban to pass _down this creed?
This should be a matter of human decency and
.
common law. There should not have to be any official
, voting done on such a subject.
The fact that whole countries are voting on the
topic of human cloning, and voting so quickly after
the break of the news from Chicago, says something
about the seriousness of it.

As we continue to move further into the
Information Age, shocking ihings like cloning are
going to happen quite regularly. As shocking as news
like this is, all it takes is a little common sense to
decide if they are for the betterment of our society.
International efforts to prohibit human cloning
began in 1997 after Scottish scientists unveiled the
first cloned mammal, a sheep named Dolly. But a
sense of urgency was not felt until last week when a
Chicago physicist unveiled his plans to clone humans
in the U.S.
A sense of urgency? It shouldn't take a genius to
realize that if this is being done to animals, that
someday soon someone will attempt it on the human
species. A lot of people think cloning is still only
something to read about in a Daniel Quinn novel;
something still way off in the future. Well think again.
President Clinton and congressional leaders say
they will pass a federal ban on human cloning; but the
physicist from Chicago, Richard Seed, insists that he
will find someplace to open a fertility clinic that uses
cloning. Pretty scary, huh?
Unfortunately, it won't be too hard to find a place

since two major European nations were not among
the 19 to sign Monday- Germany and the United
Kingdom.
Now that's scary.
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Chronicle On-Line is back
You 're in the middle of the library said, 'We are
your favorite television
experiencing problems.
episode and the screen
We're low on memory, but
turns into a static
you could try back later."
nightmare.
~=~-~~
I came back to
As you grab the
find the library

remote control to

was not going to

tum down the

be able to get me

volume, you knock

an e-mail account.

over your favorite
Not really
beverage.
understanding
Meanwhile, a
what 'low on
faceless voice
L..:!c=""'L_J memory' meant, I
faintly says, "W,e are
said, "When will you have

have read the electronic
University Chronicle, I
apologize for the lechnical
mishaps that have occured
over the past few weeks.
The University
Chronicle On-Line was
created last fall, along
with a new design of the ·
paper.
The paper was on-line
last year, but has

experienced some

are

difficulty. Please stand
by."
A voice a minute later
returns saying, "We're
sorry for the interruption.
Please stand by."
Frustrating as it may
seem, you sigh and tum
the channel, possibly
returning if you don_'t get

problems this year. We
currently getting the paper
fall?"
back on-line again and are
The lady answered 3
hoping we can open the
back, ''you're probably
availability of the
right."
newspaper up to others
Well, I ended up getting who might not be able to
the account
·
pick up the
and thlngs
paper
have
..
version.
worked out
Please
so far with
give us your

involved in another show.

my new, so-

Technical ·difficulties
dealing with electronic
media can truly be a
hassle, but technical
advances can also bring
benefits.
And that's probably
why I'm one of the last
students on this campus to

called
technical
debut.

experiencing technical

receive an e-mail account.
I'm a person who has a
hard time dealing with
technical difficulties and
waiting for something I
can't fix.
When I signed up for
my e-mail account, the
lady behind the counter at

more memory - next

66

However,
I have
begun to
learn that
things are

moving
faster every
day and
problems
ar~ going to

For those ofyou
who have read
the electronic
University
Chronicle, I
apologize for the
technical
mishaps
the
past few weeks,

anse.
And, University
Chronicle has found this
out first-hand.
For those of you who

comments
and concerns
about our
on-line paper
and let us
know if you
are

experiencing

any
difficulties.
Then,
hopefully we
can clear up
the static and
get the On-Line paper
back on track for your
viewing pleasure. Please
stand by.

over

www.stdoudstate.edu/-uconline

.101ons
.
'
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Cloning ·c ould
solve donor
organ shortage
For about a year now, cloning hiJS been one of
those hot topics in the news, in ethics discussions,
college papers, and (lest we forget) the science and
medical communities. Just about everyone bas an
HrrnER
opinion as to whether this is a good
&
idea or a bad-idea. What are some
of the pluses and minuses, though?
YON
Here are some that perhaps· we
have not all considered. Now, the
medical community is pretty keen.
on this idea. If we can start cloning
humans, why not just clone organs?
With all the people out there
waiting for a kidney, or an arm, or
a heart, what would be wrong with
cloning a nice fresh one for them,
~----,---J from their own tissue even! 1 know

)

a few diabetics that would probably
Am,ooRN
kill for a new pancreas.
With all the people in the world who need
replacement organs, this would be a great way to solve
the problematic lack of organ donors. Being a.donor
recipient myself, it has always annoyed me that so
many people die and are buried with perfectly good
organs which they no longer need that others could
benefit so much from. And how about all you animal
· rights and endangered -species activists? How would
you like to see a few hundred extra pandas, or Bengal
tigers, or golden condors? Dolly the sheep could t;,e
just the beginning.
Of course there are some drawbacks to the idea. 1
can just see some-Hollywocx:I suit in a lab somewhere
trying to get a scientist to clon~ Marilyn Monroe, or
(please God, no) Elvis. Kind of scary, huh?
·
Well, maybe that .wouldn't be so bad. After all, how
many guys would tum down the chance to have their
very own Cindy Crawford or Vivica A. Fox? How
many gals would deny themselves a Brad Pitt or
Denzel Washington if they could have one? This
might npt be a bad idea after all!!!
OK, seriously though, if we could clone humans,
why would we need a who!~ one? I can just see some
weird government agency trying to make the petfect
soldier (does this sound familiar anyone?), or a
corporation growing perfect little employees.
Although, if a burger company cloned a really tasty
cow, then they could just keep growing that one, and
not have to kill all those other ones that don't taste so good. (There is a twisted sort of logic there, just keep
looking.)
Besides, it is not as if we are not surrounded by
clones already. Take a good look at your next class
sometime. How many guys have that short buzz
haircut, with the baseball cap on (some have the bill
forward, some have it bad,;.:- ooh, variety!) and the
oh-so-trendy sweater and baggy jeans look. I feel like
I am Ill the Stepford Class sometimes for crying out
loud. Scores of students act like animals with a herd
instinct, talking the same, dressing the same, acting
the same, going to the same places every weekend,
etc. The only difference between these clones and the
ones we may soon have, is the ones we have already
do not know that they are. Now, that's scary!

Gay parents mar definition of family
The letter ''.Lesbians and gay
men make good parents"
published Jan. 8 is pure pro- ·
homosexual and anti-family
propaganda. The mere thought
that homosexuals could possibly
make good parents could not be
farther from the truth.
Jeffrey Satinover, M.D., in
his book "Homosexuality and
the Politics of Truth", states that
the Condition of homosexuality
is associated with a 25 to 30year decrease in life expectancy
and numerous medical problems
. or diseases, and that it is
unlikely that these 3dverse
effects can be eliminated unless
the condition itself is. In light of
the adverse physiological effects
of this chosen behavior,
homosexuals cQuld not be
considered good parents in any

circumstance.
The 'original letter illustrates
the thrust of pro-homosexual
activists for govennent
legitimation of homosexual
behavior." The idea of '
"homosexual marriage" referred
to in the original letter is an
oxymoron. Marriage is "the
institution whereby men and
women are joined in a special
kind of social and legal
dependence, for the purpose of
founding and maintaining a
family" Even "committed"
homosexual reh1tionships mar
thi~ definition beyond
recognition. Chief Justice
Berger of the U.S. Supreme
Court, in Bowers v. Hardwick
(1986), made it dear: "To hold
that the act of homosexual
sodomy is someho~ protectetj

as a fundamental right would be
to cast aside millennia of moral
teaching." In light o_f the
immorality and illegitimacy of
homosexuality, homosexuals '
could not possibly make gocx:I
parents in any circumstance.
Roger J. Magnuson, a trial
lawyer in Minneapolis, sums it
up well in his book "Are Gay
Rights Right?": ''The harsh
reality is that all fonns of sexual.
expression are not equally
nonnal. Simulating a family is
m:;,t being a family.
John R. Oberly, Ill
Junior
Computer Science and Electrical
Engineering
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• 363-7797
• 4 rope tows

Confusad about
Corn~utats'?

• Lighted hills that range from
mild to wild!
• Warm chalet and snack bar
• $8 for ;3.dults $6 for children
• $6 for groups of 20 or more

• 2 New snow-boarding hilis

Let the Academic Computer Service
help you solve all of your problems by
attending any of the various
computer workshops.

r----------------------,
I
SCSU SPECIAL:
·
I
BUY ONE TOW TICKET
. GET ONE FREEi!! .

I
I

I
I

L----------------------~
Open 12 - 9 p.m.

J:r-idau. Januuu ,18:

Private parties with beyerages may
reseive.the hill after 9 p.m.

Dialup Access to Campus Network .
1 p.m.-2 p.m.

· everyday ·

4 Miles south of St. Joe on Cty. Rd. 2 to
Junction 160, then right 1 mile

Microsoft Excel
10 a.m.-1 2 p.m.

Tuudau, Januuu 20:
E-Mail ( using Eudora)
1 p.m.-2 p.m.

E-Mail (using Simeon)
10 a.m.-12 p.m

Intro to Internet
6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m .
• If you have any general questions reg arding
computers feel free to contact the Academic
Computer Services Help Desk at 2077.
• These workshops are designed to provide the
skills needed to utilize the ch anging technology
on campus ·and in the world. These workshops
require no registration and are held in
Centennial Hall, Room 134.

~

WIT

•

GRATITU D E F'OR ST. CLOUD STATE UN I VERS I TY

,,,ii-Jt."-~". /\1fu.k.f

JOIN IN THE EXCITEMENT -- AT~END

-

y~...,,_tr 2./l.-2J,

V....!

1h15 1s a WU I<: devoted to
Spoosacd by lhe scsu Foundflllca, Ah.llnn1 Assodat1cn, and Career Servtoo; - •
this wed: brtngs togctt"ler d~artmcnts, offices. and programs thatpr<Nidc services to Seniors and recent graduates.

Register tor graduarton, sign.up wllh Career Services, -~dour about the
Senior Pledge Program, Join the huru tor lhe Sen.I« Medaillcn -

••

·· lT'SA LLl'All T Or

•

5~,._~ 1AffLt.k.f

AlwoodCeu1er D001h

!0a.m. to2 p.m

~r1:Ie~~~k~A~~ i.-erui:c~==:M~~onHunl
Senio1 Pkdoe Ki{ kolf

■

a spicy conven,ation rnade of ideas,
questions and cu riosity about being Catholic,
shan~•d informally ovl"r tortilla chips

.

W~ to become a. Sm !CI' Pledge Voluruc<:'? Please join us!
SOUlhVoyagcilrRoom-AtwoodC~
4p.m.-.7p.m.
Atwoo d C:t n1 tr Boolll

10 a .m.-2p.m.

rs~<¥f~Ji:2km:a.llhprJ:k:t Pledgevo!Urueer
Se11iurS01ial

2:J0-5:JOp.m.

U!tlc Theatre Lounge

♦

■I

•·

CATHOUCC,N,Ft,18~

0 . . , 1 ' ¥ ~ ,...

J.,...,.,. t=:-.,., -J..,.,,_,

• Senior Pledge Program t Alumni Assoctatlcn
• Reca-ds & Regunttoo • carea- Services • Gradl.late Studies
• 9.lslness Office • College ot Educatloo • Advanced Prof!ams
• scsu Book:st<rc • ihe Wrk Place

♦

0I SI0II'
age
V
g- ~
ours
Hear protcsslcnal coosuJtanS, Jane \t{llgcr '79, give tips oo caurolllng
how ycu are percctvcd by Olhcrs and advk:e oo bllmcss C!iqucttc. -

MA SS: SHUROAY : 5:30 P. M.

Atwood-UttleTheatrc

S.UNO AY: 9 A.M .. 11:15 A. M. & 8 P. M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 25 1-1261
OFF ICE : 251-3260

,, 3p.m-4p.m.

A1,:im ark ·'SeniorSpeci.:i1"· 1or seniou
11ckcts tee- fr~ cott~ and a coolr:1e at Grd:el's avallable atScnlor,SocialandSCl'lla-P!cdgeKlcl::off!
Al wuodCenlerDuolh

Need some

space?
Chronicle Advert1s•11g

255 3943

~
:

a

www.scsuhoUsing.com

10 a. m. to2p.m.

Plct:upmcdallknhuntch.ie#4!

•

AtwoodC1:11lerBoolh
Final medallion hurtt ch.Le! Q-op oft your SCl'llor

Plcdgetormntlheboolhandre<:ctve alree glll:!
Alumni & Foundation Center, St Clcud State untvers!Iy,

•

Phooe (J20)255-Jl77

IOam. to2p.m
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Swim coach back home
Heydt returns after
one-year departure
by .Rob LaPlante
SPORTS EDITOR

It took Diane Heydt a year back in
her hometown of Mansfield, Penn. to
realize where her heart belongs back at SCSU as the head coach·of the
men's and women's swimming and

diving teams.
Even though Heydt is in her first
year back with the Huskies, it marks
the ninth season she has been the
leader of the swim pack. something
she says she loves.
'Ths may sound a little arrogant,
but I recruited half of the team and I

still consider this my program," Heydt
said. "I was really excited coming

back (to SCSU) and it made things
easier that I knew the athletes and

administration.''
Prior to this season, Heydt had

compiled an overall record of 55-13-1
coaching the womeri and 12-11 with
' the men through her first stint with the
Huskies.

SCSU men's and women's
swimming and diving Head
Coach Diane Heydt gives one of
her swimmers Instructions
during Tuesday afternoon's
practice at Halenbeck Pool.
Heydt returns for her ninth
season ·as head coach of the
swim team·s, but is in her first

Ben W,chterman!STAFF PH(!TOGRAPHER

year back after a one- year stint
at Mansfield University. in
Pennsylvania.

..

This season, Heydt said lhings
haven't gone exactly like she would

like, with the women postirig ,a 3-2
record and the men at 2-2.
''This year, our record may not be
totally acceptable, but right now I have
no complaints," Heydt said. "We have
been working very hard and right now
we have six people who hai.ie qualified
for nationals."
One swimmer who w~ originally
recruited by Heydt was senior captain
Becki Wattier.

"At first, (SCSU) approached me
for the job and I told them I would not ·
reapply," Heydt said . . "But then
I ttiought about it and called
the administration and reconsidered
it."

Wattier said the players had
a distinct feeling that Heydt
would return once the spot opened
up. ,
"We're her family and she won't
leave," Wattier said. "She is not just a
coach, but an awesome friend who
Wattier said. the entire team felt · a yciu can talk to about anything
sigh of relief when they heard that and she always gives you her
Heydt would be cotnlng back to SCSU suggestions."
While Heydt is · familiar with the
after last year's Head Coach Lori
program she belonged to for eight
Clark left.
"We were all very excited and years, she is the first to admit the
pumped to have her back," Wattier hectic schedule of a coach can be
said. "She is the type of coach that wearing at times.
"My average days are 12 hours,"
knows her stuff and gets the ~ults
from her players and everyone on the Heydt said. "I'm on the pool deck for
five to six hours, I teach classes and I
team respects her."
Things were not as bright for Heydt spend a _lot of. time recruiting and
a year ago when she decided to leave working with the athletes. But I love it
SCSU and return to her hometown of mid that is why I do it."
One thing Heydt is certain about is
Mansfield, Penn., and coach their
she will no longer be ambitious to
swimming and diving teams.
While the coach at Mansfield leave the Huskies.
'1 plan on retiring frpm SCSU,"
University, Heydt said things were not
she said. "I.don't. want to have to do it
going well for her.
"While I was at Mansfield I hated- all over again somewhere else and this
it,"·Heydt said. 'There was something is my home for now and this is my
like 3,000 people in the town and I team."
Heydt and the Huskies will return
didn't like the politics and
academically, it wasn't as strong of a to action thi~ weekend, starting
program as SCSU."
•
Friday and ending Saturday in the SL
"Plus, I was coaching only women John's I St. Benedict's Invite.
there and I really enjoy coachin_g both
The men's team is coming off
a fifth•place finish and the women's
the women's and the men's teams."
Once Clark decided to leave SCSU team is fresh off a fourth-place finish
and move back to her home1own last at last weekend's Gold Country Invite
spring, Heydt said the opportunity to in Minneapolis on the campus of the
return to St. Cloud had her optimistic. University of Minnesota

Huskies set for conference dogfight w_ith Bulldogs _by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

As for shutting down Peluso and
company, DeWolf pointed back to the first
meeting between the two teams.
"(Peluso) is a big player and exemplifies
the entire team as a hard working and haaj •
checking squad," DeWolf said. "We need to
withstand his line and get the shots on
Nicklin and we should be.okay."
The Huskies are 20-20-5 overall against
UMD and have faired well lately in
the smaller rink at the DECC in
Duluth.
'They should have the advantage because
they are at home and are used to the smaller
rink," Goulet said. "But, I fe.el the smaller
rink doesn'I hurt us either, because we have a
bunch of guys with speed that are grinders
and can adjust to anywhere we play, so I don't
·see it hurting us."
Both Friday's and Saturday's games are
scheduled for 7:05 p.m. It will be the last road
games for the Huskies for nearly a month as
SCSU will return home for eight consecutive
games.

The Husky hockey team is still in first
place in the Western Collegiate Hockey
I
is
Association, but the fight for first place is
getting tighter and tighter heading into this
weekend's showdown with the University of
Minnesota-Duluth.
Josh DeWolf Thanks to a four-week absence in the
SCSU SOPHOMORE DEFENSEMAN
WCHA schedule, the Huskies (14-4-2
overall, 11-2-1 WCHA) carry ' a two-point
lead over the University of North Dakota two WCHA teams to beat the Huskies this rebounded with a 4-3 victory the following
and the University of Wisco!lSin Badgers., season.
night.
"We have really come around since the
who are tied for second place with 21
SCSU did a good job of containing
first meeting with (UMD)" said junior winger UMD's top line of Mike Peluso, Jesse Fibiger
points.
Even though the Huskjes have seen their Jason Goulet. "With UNO playing Michigan and Ken Dzikowski. Peluso, last year's
lead shrink from six points to two points in Tech at home this weekend, it puts ·pressure leading scorer for the Bulldogs, was held to
the last couple weeks, sophomore on u~ to pick up a sweep to keep our lead in two points on the weekend.
DeWolf said the key to this weekend
defenseman Josh DeWolf said they saw it the standings.'.'
·· A sweep on the road js not out of the will be shutting down Peluso and trying
coming.
· ''We knew we had,a bunch of games in question for the Huskies. scsU has posted a to figure out one of the hottest goaltenders
hand over some of the otherleams," DeWolf league best 8-1 WCHA record away from the in the league in UMD sophomore Brant
said. "It wasn't like these teams behind us National Hockey Center, includilJ.g road Nicklin.
Nicklin is 6-2-1 in his last nine games and
were losing a bunch of games, they just sweeps at MTIJ, Colorado College, Denver, a
hadn't played as many games as we did, so split at UNO and a win at the University of has a goals against average of 1.66 and three
!:,l.lJW)•wns• U-5-1 e<!Jlea.ttheDECC.
shutouts during that span.
we kind of figured after the break that our Minnesota.
"I think with (Nicklin), the key is to get a l!:l SCSU Junior d e f , _ (;<no
lead would be right around two or three
"We proved purselves 011 the ~ad with a
afteU•~.bis
,.sweep at CC and-a split at UNO,'' .Goulet lo,t of shots at him and make him see a lot of t im!rns to the
points."
".
SCSU's op~nent this weekend, UMD, is said. "I think we can go anywhere and rubber," DeWolfsaid. "He has been kind of· &~ t\t(rgaroe ~ o n .
up and down this year and if we fire a lot of tr.SCSOisl2-1-linl!S~ih.- .
currently in sevCnth place with 11 points, but sweep."
.
the Bulldogs have been hotof late, going 6-2In the first meeting with the Bulldogs, the shots at him, he might have one of his off
Bulldog's leading scorer Jelt Sci.i.wns
1 in their last nine games, and are only one of Huskies captured a 3-2 win before UMD days."
·has a point in each of lhebst~~

think with (Nickun), the key to get a lot of
shots at him and make him_see a lot of rubber.

.
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SCSUfloored by Augsburg~ 35-12 'NHLAll-~tar
:u
ga·m
, ,e) floh
or
'.f-"
iwo
h
s owcase?
by Tyson,Jahn

The competition for the SCSU wrestling
team keeps getting tougher as ·the season
moves along. The Division m champs,

Augsburg College didn't help matters at
as they beat the Huskies 35-12Tuesday night
in a dual meet.
"(Junior Ryan) Marx and (senior Jeff)
Schroeder wrestled very well for us," Head

the offense on his feet well and is able to
control the match."
The Huskies posted
vi~tories against
Augsburg. Marx, 13-6 at 177 lbs., won his
match by a score of 4-2. Schroeder, 12-9 at

Coach Steve Grimit said. "Marx is executing

190 lbs., edged a 7-6 victory for the Huskies
second win.
"Augsburg is a very solid team from top
to bottom," Marx said. •
Grimit wasn't surprised by any of 'the

Usually, the NHL'AII-Star game features
highly skilled players playing a game that is
so one-dimensional that even Chicago
Blackhawk defenseman Chris Chelios had tO
laugh.
competition his team faced against
With scores like 12-9, 10-7 and so forth,
AlJgsburg.
.
and the unwillingness to give a hit or take a
'They are the best Division ID school
hit, the previous all-star contests were getting
probably ever put together," Grimit said.
to the point that even Wayne Gretzky could
"They're a great team and one of their
wrestlers, at 126 lbs., went 44-0."
play the game and still feel safe.
One of the problems affecting the
Well, this year the NHL has changed
Huskies, not only against Augsburg, but for things and has set up the all-star game as a
the rest of the season has been the 167-lb. battle of North American stars versus the .
weight class.
. World stars.
'The 167-lb. class continues to be a
Basically, it's the United States and
problem, partly because Schroeder will not
Canada v·ersus the countries of Sweden,
wrestle it 3.gain this season," Grimit said.
Finland,
Russia, the Czech Republic and so
"We might have to bump someone up or
on,
forfeit the class all year."
Yes,
it
will be a change from previous allGrimit believes his team is where he
wants them to be,, not only in the North star games, but it will also be the same result ·
Central Conference, but for the tournaments
TA1KIN' THE as the old fonnat and the
at the end of the season.
score is going to tum out
"We learned things at Augsburg and we
TAIK
to be some lopsided 13are at the point now where we are trying to .
10 affair.
figure out how we should wrestle," Grimit
Le~s face it, unless
said. "We have to wrestle with more intensity
these players are playing
because that is what it's going to take to be
for
something other than
successful."
the Stanley Cup, or an
...
Up next for the Huskies is a conference
Olympic gold medal, not
dual meet at the University of North Dakota .
even the best power
on Saturday.
.forwards like Phoenix's
The Hiiskies are 0-1 in NCC play after a
42-3 loss earlier this season to North Dakota
="-"~~"--'
State University.
BY. ROB
"It's a conference match, which takes on
LeClair will hit anything,
added importance for us," Grimit said. "We
I.APLANrE · and rightfully so. ~
-, have 10-continue to do the things we want to
For example, One of
do."
the most dangeroµs lines in the NHL is
Both Grimit and Marx said they believe
Anaheim's line of Ste~e Rucchin, Temmu
that the team needs to be more aggressive
Selanne and.Paul Kariya. •
and play with more intensity.
This Sunday on the Fox network, Kariya
"Every match you have to wrestle your
will be seen wearing the colors of the Noith
best. Figure out what you need to do and
Americans
and Selanne will be wearing the
match Tuesday night at Halenbeck do it," Marx said. "We want to go into Grand '
Hall. Schroeder rallied to win the ·gFits and give them all we colors of the World.
Do you think for one game either player
match 7-6, but SCSU lost 35-12.
will risk the good of his team just to win an
NHL All-Star game?- I didn't think so.
What the NHL needs to do is totally
eliminate the All-Star game. The hockey
season is long enough, so what is one game?
Plus, it would draw more attention to
games where NHL stars do play one another
in clashes that really matter such as the
Olympics, Canada Cup and the World Cup.
One of the most exciting things I have
We're gearing towards
weekendwhen we watched in a long time was t~o years ago
when the United States, led by stars like
play and hope.fully the team will take their
Tk.achuk, LeClair, New York's Brian Leetch
frustrations out on USD and M9171ingside.
and Dallas' Mike Modano, took home the
gold medal at the World Cup after knocking
Lori Ulferts
off Canada in the gold medal game.
SCSLJ WOMEN'S BASKETBALL COACH
This matched Canadian-born stars versus
American-born stars and each player treated
game losing streak and collected its only win
Ulferts believes her team is ready for this
this
like the Stanley Cup Final and not like an
this season against USD.
weekend, especially because the series is at
NHL All-Star Game.
Ulferts is planning to work mote of home.
The World Cup gave us a great sense for
"I think we're ready," Ulferts said.
the game and an appreciation for the countries
~:~e~~~:. i~:~t~~: g~me ~~~ tih~iff;::: "Hopefully,
we can get back on track."
and players involved.
when it plays the top teams in the
For the Huskies first-year forward
conference.
I remember moments in that tournament
Christine Williamson heads into the
when LeClair checked fellow Flyer Eric
"We're going to work on better defense." weekend leading the NCC in blocked shots
Ulferts said. "Next time we play North with four blocks per game.
Lindros and vice-versa. These guys are
Dakota, we'll have a new look."
teammates for the Flyers and yet they were
Williamson is also second in the NCC in
Ulferts said the Huskies are hoping to scoring with 19 points per game.
beating the hell out of each other.
break out of a two-game losing Streak this
First-year guard Tina Schreiner leads
• Still, the ultimate was watching Lindros
weekend and to find a consistent fifth starter the NCC in steals with an average of
(adored by the city of Philadelphia) return to
in their lineup.
four per game.
Philly wearing a Canadien sweater, in a game
Shreiner is also seventh in scoring with
against the United States. To see the city of
pra:::,.. b~~rt:~1~~!~e'v~nsta~': w7; 17 points per game.
Philadelphia
000 their beloved super-star in
the same four most of the year, but we are
Both games this weekend tip-off at 6
favor of their country is what hockey is all
trying to find a fifth person. The last person p.m. at Halenbeck Hall.
about.
is based Qn the line up our opponents have."

~:::z~p::~j:~

Shane Opatl/PHOTO wrrOR

Augsburg sophomore wrestler Shane
Wevley (left) throws SC!lU senior Jeff
Schroeder to the mat in the 190-lb.

Huskies hoping _skid ends at two
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF.WRITER

This upcoming weekend might provide a
· break for the Huskies as they play Friday
and Saturday at home.
- Last weekend the Huskies played the top
- two teams in the North Central Conference,
back to back, on the road.
This weekend, the SCSU women's
basketball team (3-3 Nee; 8-7 overall) plays
the University - of South Dakota and
Morningside College.
"Both of the teams are pretty good, but
they had hard schedules," Head Coach Lori

~:[~~

!~! ;~:: ~~ ~~~~!o:e:k~':i ~~~~ .,

we played No~h Dakota'."
The Huskies are 14-1 8 against USD
and own the series against Morningside
11 -9,
"The·series against North Dakota ~ally
affected us and we are very frustrated
over it," UJferts said. "We're gearing
towards every weekend when We play,
and hopefully the team will take .
~~i~in~~:.~tiQn , out ori USD and
USD currently owns a six-game losing
streak and is led by Angie Heisler, who
::~~~:o~~nrsl;~s::h~~~d~~~dast!:

every
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SCSU looks to tighten things up
or ~i/sdd:o·~: ~~:t ,t%':

Keys to stopping
both teams is
holding down their
3-point shooting

:i~r::;r:~

1~~0~

:;tJ;!~~t~1!1t it::e_~i~~
!:~ ~~doS:·,;~~·;7ti;!~~~;.~~

ro:~~~n:1~~1:~~i1:~1ng

ia~:gt;m~~r:C~ng sure WC

The Coyotes currently stand at

Morningside comes into this
0

pf:~~:

~~~ie::ceera~ia/u~~nl~or 2f~u~~ ;v~r~~~~d1~~1 :i~aN~t

by Sean LaFavor
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU men's basketball
team will have an opportunity to
show its mettle this weekend when
they play host to two of the top four
teams in the North Central
Conference - the University of.
South Dakota, Friday and
Morningside College, Saturday
night.
Both teams are highly touted
coming in, both offensively and
defensively.
USO is led by All.Conference
junior center Jason Johnson, who
has missed. time this year due to
injuries. Johnson is averaging 13.7 points per game so far this season.
The Coyotes learnng rebounder is
senior forward Chuck Welke, with
an average of 8.7 per game.
Head Coach Kevin Schlagel
points to containing USD's highpowered offense as a key to victory
Friday night.
"They have a couple of guys
who really stand out. There is
(Johnson), at 6' 9", a great inside
scorer," he said. 'They have a fouryear starter in (Welke), who can
play inside or OUI and shoots 65
percent from 1he field."

place in the NCC.
them
second
.
the
SCSU will need- to contain the conference.
Coyotes scoring from beyond the
Momingside's fortunes early on
arc if they are to~ successful.
this season mirror those of Soulh
'They're a very good three-point Dakota's.
shooting team," said ;;enior guard
"Morningside is very similar to
Sean Whitlock. "They're going to (USD),inthat theyhadgottenoffto
look to shoot the three as often as ,a good start in the non-conference,"
they call, so we're really going to Schlagel said. "They're Jed by
have to tighten up our perimeter Durville Pitton. He's One of the
defense."
leading scorers in the conference,
Saturday night, the Huskies will and he's a great athlete. He can
take on Morningside College . . score outside, and he'll be one of
Whitlock points to handling their • the guy,~ we'll need to keep under
full-court pressure.. and again to control.
limiting their three-point shot
Patton is averaging 24.8 pointsopportunities as keys to winning per-game.
Saturday's till
·
BOlh games will have 8 p.m.
ftwe·re using six people on start
times,
and
SCSU is
defense in practice to simulate the expecting good crowds for both
pr~ssure we're going to see," contests.

WANTED:
Leadership, with

passion.

• American Indian Center
• Center for Inteb\ational Studies
• Mu:u>rity Student Programs
~ ResidentiaJ Life Office
• Residence Hall Front Desks
• Rimard R Grem House
• University Organizations

"Students from protected classes
are enrouraged to apply

••Applications are due January 23,
1998, in the Residential Life Office

We're really going to have to tighten up
our perimeter defense.
Sean Whitlock
$CSU SENIOR GUARD

ied in a Big Drift of .
· Holiday Bills? Get some
~----· relief with a Holiday
Consolidation Loan.
at only 9% APR', a rate lower than most credit cards! This loan can pay off
, your higher interest credit card bills" (VISA, MasterCard, Discover, JC Penney's,
Dayton's, etc.) up to $3,000, giving you one lower monthly payment Siop by or
call today for more details.
Membership in SCCU is open to students, faculty and staff of St. Cloud Srate University. All loans subject to
credit approval. 'APR•Annual Percentage Rate. ··sccu loans or SCCU VISA balances not
~~==~
eligible for consolidation. Loan limils: consol/cla1e up fo $3,000 at 9f for fl monrhs. or up
to $6,000ar 11% for 24 months. Rares are valid as of 1//l'}B and offer expires 3//4/98.
.
_

I NQJA I

Located in Room A15z of Atwood Memorial Center.

=-

sccu

~ a i Federol OeditUnial
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Andnowaracist
rematkfrom God.

from the Bible
john 3:16

"I love ffiem all"

Jesus Christ died on the cross for the sins of all people--every person in the whole world. That's
because God loves all people--He likes variety. But regardless of race there are only two kinds of
people acceptable to God: perfect people (and have you ever met one _of those?) and forgiven people
(and don't we all need a lot more of them). People forgiven by God have cllanged hearts, the kind
necessary to end racism. In honor of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday and Black History Month
we're offering the article "The Truth About Jesus." For your free copy call 259-1186.

TONIGHT!

RACISM ON THE RISE
.Can We Really Get Along?

Atwood Voyageurs Room, 7pm

The Dream Begins -With God.
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ

One man's dream today:
t
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

eto reality
"

-

Race issues have been prevalent on
campus this .year, but as Martin Luther King,
. Jr. Day approaches, they are being given even
more attention.
Decades after his death, King's work as a
civil rights leader is still remembered.
At a .· program tonight, his life
will be celebrated with songs, ·poems and
speeches.
· ,
"He had quite · an impact," said Leslie
Young, the vice president of the Council of ·
African-American Students. "He taught that .
it's okay to be a leader and stand up for what
you believe in." For many, King's birthday. is also a time to .
= reflect on. how far race -relations have come
since his death.
According to Young, things , have not
progressed far enough.
"Prejudice is engraved in society and
, institutionalized," Young said. "It is so quiet
and so subtle, though, that it cannot be
conquered."
Lenny Bong, a freshman, said African Americans, it's such a daily struggle · She explained she thinks it is pclrtly due to
most students not being from a strong
he believes a little differently, that I see them giving up sometimes." _
On ~ campus, diversity has been culturally diverse backgroun~. .
.though.
Alrhough problems and struggles continue
"Racism is still out there, but given a lot of attention recently, but
we have come a long way," ' Young said she does not . believe the today, King's teachings will survive.
But Young said he hopes , people will
Bong said.
·
administration is devoting enough time to
Both' students believe creating solutions.
remember King's work all year round
that King, · were he, alive
"It's difficult for someone to understand and strive to make his dream a reality every
today,
would
be . when they can just . walk away from the day.
"We can't just be conscious of it for 24
disappointed, but woutd problem," Young commented. "Students
·· not give up the struggle cannot just walk away from the problem hours each year," she said.
for equality.
though. It's always there, right in front of
Bong has a somewhat brighter outlook for
, ·
Young said she finds them."
the future, however, and high hopes for his
the current state of
Currently, SCSU is 4 percent- minority generation:
,
"As long as people continue fighting,
race relations depressing students.
and
does
not' see
Bong said he finds that number I think we can make a difference," said
·
things changing in the near discouraging, ·but can see why it is that Bong. ·
low.
·
Perhaps then King's dream will come
future.
·
She said part of the
'Tm sm:e that minority students feel true.
The Martin @ ther King, Jr., Birthday
problem is an ignorance about intimidated here, since there's such a majority Celebration is t&ang place tonight at 7 p.m.
the issue.
of white people," he said.
"I see younger: people ignoring
· Young, too, said she believes SCSU can in Stewart Hall's Kimberly A." Ritsche
problem," Young said. "For be a hostile environment. ·
Auditorium. Cr;st is free with an SCSU ID.

Spring Break's sunny fun approaches
'

by Muriah Miller
STAFF WRITER

Summer is an airplane flight
away.
While the snow continues to fall
on Minnesota and the temperatures
plummet below zero, the eyes of
SCSU students begin to focus in on
some place warmer.
With spring break right around
the .comer at SCSU, officially
beginning on Feb. 26, trip packages
are beco~ing more difficult to
obtain through travel agencies and
tour groups for this year's hot spots.
_ f'This year's hot spots are
Acapulco and Mazatlan," said Ron
Trester,
exc;lusive
sales

representative for Bianchi-Rossi tour group will provide the two ·
Tours at SCSU. _
components for the trip's base
Trester and his wife Janell price: hotel and air traveL
, Jones-Trester own the Captain Depending upon taxes, the location
. Ron's tanning salons on and off of the hotel, the hotel's star rating
campu_s. Captain ~on's is the and the airline, prices will differ.
location for purchasing trips from
With a package·sponsored by a
Bianchi-Rossi Tours in St. Cloud tour
group
designed , to ·
and offers a variety bf promotional _accommodate college students, the ·
giveaways· and trip bonuses for "• vacationer 'would most likely be
·customers.
,
surrounded by peers headed to tht;
·
For college students, a choice same destination.
must be made to travel with a tour
According to Trester, Bianchigroup or a travel agency.
Rossi Tours charters its own flights.
For mpst spring break trips, the
For a seven-day trip to
trip is scheduled to last seven days, Acapulco, prices differ l:>etween
· and prices are based .on quad travel agency to t01.1r .group.
·· occupancy, or a four-person group.
At Dayton's Travel Service at
Both the travel agency and the the Crossroads Shopping Center,

.

the price would be $570 per person agency alternative for students.
"If the student would prefer to
for a four-person occupancy.
This price includes air travel, go through a travel agency, we offer
ground transport · to and from t!iem the choice to go through'
the
airport , and .
hotel Garlson Wagonlit Travel," Trester
accommodations.
said. "We have a good wo~king
According to _a representative ar relationship with them."
A trip through Bianchi-Rossi
Dayton's Travel . Service, it is
getting close to the time to get that Touts or Mazatlan Express, both
_i}Vailable at Captain Ron's, would
February trip booked.
In comparison, Germain Travel cost $425 per person plus taxes for
would offer a price of $580 per a trip to Acapulco.
.This price is based on quad
person for four people; including all
the same travel ,components, and occupancy, and_. includes the
also the same hotel, Romano Palace standard air travel, hotel, and
ground transport /o~ce having .
in Acapulco.
Bianchi-Rossi Tours offers arrived at the destination.
prices that are competitive with
travel agencies and offer a travef
Go TO ACAPULCO, PAGE 16•
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Acapulco
"We tr'y to make it so not only
are you getting the same or a better
price from us, but we offer more,"
· Trestersaid.
By more, Trester was referring
to the drawings for limousine rides
to the airport, 'Tim Mahoney and
the Meenies' traveling to Acapulco
to perform for Bianchi-Rossi tours,
unlimited tanning packages, lotions
and giveaways of spending money
for the trip.
As an extra bonus for college
students, Bianchi-Rossi Tours
offers a party package.
The party package is from $69
to $79, depending on destination,
and entitles the bearer to attend
night clubs the six nights and obtain
free beverages.

Ca.rlin's humor

PAGE 1s
Many students have recently hotel
infonnation
· and
bought trips through Captain Ron's, · accommodatioris could be obtained
through Capt.fin Ron's or Bianchi"We have been selling a lot, we Rossi
Tours,
but
Trester
have already booked well over I00 recommended
leaving
the
trips," Trester said. "Acapulco is by infonnation with parents to
far our most popular destination ensure communication with the
and
expecting it to be sold out student.
in three weeks."
. "I work so hard to promote
Trester said almost all bookings this tour," Trester concluded.
have been done to Acapulco, and "People come back raving
spoke highly- of Acapulco about the trip and Bianchi-Rossi
and Mazatlan's hotels (3-5 star tours."
ratings).
With the date of spring break
"Spring break is fantastic," said qu ickly approaching, students
junior Julie Jansen, a spring breaker desiring to go on spring break are
last ye;rr. "Bianchi-Rossi is the way urged to contact the travel agency
to go because they take care of all or tour group of their choice to
your needs."
insure proper accommcxlations and
In the case of an emergency, planning time.

makes quirky book

according to Trester.

rm

'AC:L.l-1 lndoot'
Re.er'e.a¼ion
To'1r'name.n¼

by flichard Wells

and religious situations. His
suggestions on where to put
tattoos, which could not possibly
Humor, goofiness _and irony
be quoted in good taste, are
abound in everyday life if
-'examples of the
you have an acute sense of ~ nastiness that
BOOK CRITIC

Ji;s.mti~~e~~°'a~ .

~~:;aJion and a twisted
· . .' . ..
Comedian George
spring frpm Carlin's
Carlin possesses both of
explicit style. Its
these qualities and shares
·
· ~
contents are original
them, or I should say
s''V
and honest.
exposes them, in his new
~
In the sections ,
book "Brain Droppings."
· about animal abuse,
As the title suggests, the
. •.
war and politics
book is a collection·of
Carlin actually
random thoughts that have
contemplates on higher levels. This
pervaded and soiled the mind of
book will not tum anyone into a
Carlin over the years. Carlin's
vegetarian or a pacifist, but it does
approach to comedy in the 009k is
give an original and insightful look
as rude, ci:ude and obnoxious as it
at our mixed-up world.
ever was in his stage shows. Every .
I recognized some of the
page brims with four-letter words
sketches from Carlin's stand-up
and toilet gags, but the book is not
act, most notably the "My Stuff'
without some brilliant highlights.
skit To include such sketches is
The book .opens with a brief
tired and unimaginative. The book
explanation of Carlin's comedic
was too long and cutting some of
style. His comedy draws on three
the redundant material would have
sources: the English language,
made it fresher and more
such as words and sayings; the
enjoyable.
everyday world, such as driving or
Carlin would probably say I
idle thoughts; and the larger world, have"heart disease because, in a
such as politics and death.
completely obnoxious way. this
"Brain Droppings" follows this
book's honesty wormed its Way
scheme with bits of each kind of
into my left ventricle.
humor spread evenly through the
If you enj6y cyniCal humor or if
book like manure on a rose
you are a George Carlin fan,
g~: book revolted me as

,!!"....,."'i""'""-;,ll!i,....:..;;;,..,~~~t<f'•I

;x~~~~:~~~'!e8:J,%~c:gieiiic

::.t:~~~

_be a treasure of ,

brJ!.":~ t~i! ~kmay twist your

llictorian
<!&aks 3Jjeb anb -===
3ireakfast
- ... ,_
I. Louis Foote,
Innkeeper

404-9thAvenue South
St Cloud, Minn 56301
(320) 202-14!J4

(800) 476-5035 PIN
J,¥)4

Prove you are SCSU's best and
advance to regional competition.

'Billiatd,

'Bowling

Men's & Women 's
Division

Men's & Women's
Division

January 16

January 23

Foo~ball Es
Tabla Tanni,
January 25
Register at Atwood Rec Center
• up to 24 hours before event
• $3 entry fee
• Register early for free coupon
• 255-3773

vicoakslou@aol.com

Discount Rates for SCSU
students, faculty and employees
National Register of Historic Places
Full breakfast includ~d

Receptioni
Lakes
R

and of
k.
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Taste of China provides pleas~able dining
by Carlene {?ean
Faoo CRITIC

The cntrees on that day
included Szechwan beef and

rice and the delicious appetizer
platter.

Service (5)

broccoli, chicken with cashew nuts

A plethora of new restaurants
have opened in the St Cloud
area - many of these are Asian.
I tried the recently opened Taste
of China at 711 St. Germain Street

(convenient for SCSU).
They have a daily lunch buffet
(from 10:45 a.m.-3:30 p.m.), with
regular menu and buffet in the
evening. Their hours are .Mon.Thurs., 10
a.m. to 10
p.m.;Fri.
and Sat., 10
a.m. to II
p.m.; and
Sunday, 11
a.m. to 10
p.m. Also,
Taste of
China has
various wines (including sake) and
beers aVailable.
·
The food is a bit spicier in the
evening than in the daytime.

Food (5)

-~
On one of my vjsits I had the
lunch buffet - a 30-item spread
with appetizers, entrees, soups and
fruit. Seven of the 25 items are
changed daily to offer variety.

and shrimp with vegetables. One
new thing was orange chicken,
which was tangy and quite tasty.

Appetizers included steamed
dumplings, egg rolls, tender_
chicken on a stick, ilnd melt-inyour-mouth shrimp IOast (which I
loved). The soups were egg drop
(thick and flavorful) and seafood
soup. All delicious - down to the
rca.
On the regular menu, there are
10 appetizer offerings, eight soups,
eight types of fried rice, plus the
usual .meat and vegetable disheS.
There are also vegetarian dishes, a
"healthy diet" menu, and "combo"
meals or entrees plus vegetable
fried rice and an egg roll.
I had the General Tso's chicken
(a batter-fried chicken dish with a
sweet, spicy sauce) combo dinner
for our evening visit. It was the
best I' ve ever had.
On other visits I've tasted kim
chec, or cabbage soaked in hot
sauce; and a sticky,rice roll with
crab meat, served with hot
Japanese (horseradish) mustard.
For hot and spicy foods and
variety, I' ve found Taste of China
to be king.
My companion liked his sweet
and sour pork combo. My little
boy gave a 'thumbs up' to the food
as well - he eagerly devoured
everything give·n to him.
We all loved the vegetable fried

Price (4:S)

~~~
I felt the prices were about
what one would expect to pay at a
fine'Chinese restaurant. I realize
some of the dinner items which
contain several kinds of meat
and/or seafood. may seem a bit
pricey to the average college
studenL
Many,ofthc take-out menu
items, including the soups, are
offered in ''.small" or "large"
portion sizes. Prices for the small
entrees range from $2.50 (fried
rice) to· $4.75 (shri mp dishes).
Large entree prices were.$4.35
(fried rice, again) to $8.95 (sweet
and sour shri mp).
A Chef's Special menu
highlights dishes like lemon
chicken ($8.25), Happy Family
($ 11.25), seafood combination
($ 12.95), and Hunan shrimp
($8.95). The prices of the combo
dinners range from $5. 75 to $6.35.
The lunch buffet is $5.25 plus
tax (or $5,60 total). However,
students can get their lunch
buffets, including ~verage, for
$4.70 upon presentation of their
student IDs.

~~[j
Upon entering this
establishment, the manager gave
me one of the most friendly
greetings I've ever had. Did he
know who I was?
The day I lunched there, a lone
waiter was working. The service
was prompt, drinks were refilled
regularly, and checks were brought
in a· timely manner. He was
friendly and polite, without being
too intrusive or chatty.
·
When we went there in the
evening we had a different, but
also quiet and polite, waiter. We
had no complaints.
It was a relaxed atmosphere.
We did not feel as though we were
being rushed through.the meal and
out the door.

Atmosphere (5)

~
Simple and understated
describes this restaurant's decor mauve chairs and booths. soft
blush and light blue walls, darker
blue accents and teal tabletops.
The seating is, like the ambiance

as a whole, comfortable and
inviting. During our evening meal,
the lights were tun1ed down and
candles Were lit on the tables
creating a cozy, romantic feel.
Appropriate dining-friendly,
easy-listening fare was the
background music - not exactly in
this reviewer's taste.
This establishment dc;ies have a
smoking section. This is fairly
well-segregated from the nonsmoking patrons - good news to
those who abhor the intrusion of
second-hand smoke.
Also, the bathroom was
spotless and the whole restaurant
was very clean.

Overall (415)

~
Everything was well cooked,
not over- or underdone. We had no
complaints whatsoever, with the
exception of the soft mus!C. But,
one can't have e':'erything.
I heartily reco·mmend Taste of
China to anyone who loves
Chinese food.
I found it definitely worth the
trip downtown and the 50 cents I
ever-so-reluctantly fed into a
parking meter. By all tneaM, do
visit Taste of China - great service,
nice atmosphere and delicious food
one can feel good about eating.

'

Someone
•
·misses you.
1-800-COLLECT

®
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Classifieds

Chronicle/18

Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/garages $35.
HOUSE FOR RENT:
7-bdnn. house across from campus.
Available Sept 1. Call Pat 2559585.
HIGH POINT APT.

rent your own room $185/ffiOflth.
Includes basic cable, OW, micro.
Located on the Metro Bus line, close
to campus and downtown. Call 2599673.
1 & 2-BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
quiet building. 12-month lease only.
Call 240-9483.

MALE TO SHARE
4-bdrm. apt Heat pd., private room,
near SCSU, DW, new carpet. 251·
6005.
UNIVERSITY SQUARE 11
4-bdrm. apts. _Avail. now. DW, NC,
micros., on-site laundry. Security
building. $.189 • $210/mo., plus
parking. Call SM & M, 253-1100.
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY

4.-bdrm. townhomes, individUal
leases, $200/$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.
SPRING SUB-LEASER
close to campus. Garage avail.,
cheap. Call Kristy at 253-2979.

Policies:
·•Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's ·edition and noon Friday for Monday's
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines: $2.
• Classifieds will not be accepted via pho,;e unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
· Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are.inside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
For .more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 2553943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
NOW RENTING FOR THE '98-'99
school year.
251-1814 or
scsuhousiAg.com.
Campus
Management.

1 AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
close to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 251·
8284, or251-9418.

'98 · '99 SCHOOL YEAR
houses, apt. building. 44 campus
locations. Dan 251-1925.

PRIVATE ROOM
$$$$$EFFICIENCIES:
. for female in 4-bdrm. apt., heat pd.,
$200 summer, $275 fall. Off-street DW, campus close, quiet and clean.
pari<ing, $15. Call 259-4841.
251-6005.

COLLEGIATEVIEW APTS.
2-bdrm. apts. near NHC. $460 ·•
$480/10mo. leases. Electric heat.
Dan 251-1925.

WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
to share huge double room for fall
quarter, non-smoker. Call Greg 2673291 or255-1274.

STATEVIEW
4,bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, DW, micros., security.
Heat paid. 253-1154.
,

710 APTS.
2-bdrm. and 3-bdrm. apts. 3 blks.
W. of NHC. Electric heat. Dan 2511925.

2-BDRM. $425/MO.
Forestview apts. S.E. location on
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
ry_• .l:teat, water, garbage &
-"jlalkingfpfug-in·i~ed. 654-8300.

ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable

2-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
~ummer/fall. Call 251-894~.

~~~~61~1;!v~~e::a;:'.epJyn:

,;,

BENTONWOOD
SE location. Junct. 10 and 23. 2bdnn. apts. 10 or 12-mo. leases on
b!.Sline. Dan.251-1925.
~u
2, 4, AND 5-BDRM. APTS
2 full baths, micro., OW, security,
heat pd. 259-9283, Counier Prop.

WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near Hatenbeck.
$185/mo. Heat pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT! 1,2,3 & 4-bdrm. apts.
with various floor plans and
amenities. Choose your size and
~~~_ic util. pd. Northern Mgmt.

FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free
res.erved P.arking with plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line.
Heat and water pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web: scsuhousing.com.
Campus Management.

AVAIL. LG. SINGLE ROOMS
also 1 and 2-bdrrn. apts. On bus
line. Riverside Properties, 2518284, or251·9418.

MICHIGAN PLACE
large 2-bdrm. on SE side. French
balconies, on bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

2, 4-BDRM. APTS.
t~%~r ~~ons. Call 259-9283,

2-BDRM. APTS.
1 block from .campus. Newly
remodeled, large bdrm. 253-1154,
_Select Prop.
.
RAMBLER DUPLEX
3-bdrm. apt., $225/a rm., S.E. side
campus bus line, quiet/professional
resid,:mtial area. Private entry, LN,
0/W, non-srooker, no pets. Avail.
(~ti•, 259-4540 (0), 255-

i:,1

OLYMPIC II
3 - 4 bdrms. Near Hockey Center. 4bdrm. split units with two lull baths.
OW, micros., security, garageS and
ports. Heat paid. 253-1154.
NO MORE ROOMMATES
~cious 1 & 2-bdrrn. apts in 8-plex.
Pnvate off-street parking. Laundry,
heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
PRIVATE ROOMS?
we have several vacancies for men
and women in 4-bdrm. apts. and
house, DW, m~ro., close to SCSU,
EPM 251-6005.
BEACHWOOD APTS. 1-bdrm. apts. near Cobom's and
D.T. 10 or 12-mo. leases. Dan 2511925.

EFFICIENCIES
with hardwood floors, and Murphy
beds, $285/mo. 654-1544.
CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdrms. with two full baths.
Extra_ storage. OW, garages,
secunty. Heat pd. 253-1154.
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2·
bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445.
2-bdrm. lg. or X-lg. $460. Poof,
ceiling fan, OW, on bus line, ·quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.

'98- ·99 STUDENT HOUSING
Call Dan at 251-1925.

2082.
''THE CASTLE"
1-bdrm. and 4-bdrm. apts. Quality
living. Dan 251-1925.

3-BDRM. HOUSE
CHARLAMAINE APTS.
no smoking. 1 bath, full basement. 1998 best choice. Across from
New carpet. Near Hallenbeck. 4th . SCSU. Attractive, clean, quiet,
bdrm.
under
construction. sr:r,oke-fre~,_well cared for building
$1,100/mo.
255-2082. Avail. with classic design. New unit and
Immediately.
common area carpet. Practical price
an~ more perks like sundecks,
whirlpool, spa, DW and micro. Call
AVAILABLE 311
efficiency with private bath. On 5th 240-0234, to take a look.
Ave. 253-1 154.
MICHIGAN PLACE
1,2,3-bdrm. spacious, French
APTS. ROOMS AND
balconies. 2 baths. Quiet S.E.
EFFICIENCIES
many styles and locations. One call location. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
rents tt all! 253-1154, Select Prop.
3, 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 full baths, free parking.
And much more. 253-1154, Select
Properties.

PRAIRIE HOME
2-bdrm. targe rooms, decks. Easy
access to SCSU. Air conditioners.
Heat pd. No_rthem Mgmt. 654-8300.

,R.QQM fP~
4190/mo., 1/5 um. Call Dave 2530873. 2 qlfo;. away4rom§CSU. 311,
deposit$200.
·

_obdJm,-l:loils-and bi-levels. Two ilJII

1 BDRM.APT.
subleaser needed $370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.

NEED FEMALE TO SUBLEASE
2/1 or A.SAP. Townhomes. Call
255-0787.

SUB-LEASER NEEDED A.S.A.P.
house 2 blks. from campus.
Free utilities, parking and
laundry. Call Kristi at 654·
8594.
IVYAPTS.
4-bdrm. on bus line, OW, mirco.,
security and basic cable included.
Heat _pd. 259-9673 or 259-9283,
Coumer Prop.

.

WINDSOR WEST

ths: DW, "'micros., security. Heat
paid. 253-l154.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4-BDRM.APT.
avail. Oct. 1 or earliest. Located on
N. 3rd SI. Close to Crossroads
Shopping Center, on bus line.
$600/mo. Call 259-1500 Jon.

SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
BEST SUB-LEASER ON 5TH
m~ros., security, heat pd. 253-1154.
AVE.
immediate opening, male, usually
$225/mo. Now $179/mo. tluu May.
Private room in 2-bath apt. Heat and •
For Sale
elec. included. Quiet well-managed)
~~:'n9'25~n::ual lease, low _C_A_N-ON-T50-3-5M_M_C_A_M_E_R_A_
includes wide-angle lens,

MALE OR FEMALE
roommate wanted for house near
downtown. Includes room, large
l..SDRM. APT.
yard,. huge kitchen, big IMng room,
satellite TV, laundry. $235/mo. Call -near SCSU, open immediately,
$350/mo. Call 253-5787.
24o-6988.
WEST CAMPUS II
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
4-bdrm., many locations. 2-bdrm. 1 2, 4-bdrm. apts. with 2 large baths,
OW,
ale.
Close to campus. Heat pd.
block from Campus. 253-1154,
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
Select Properties.

APT. ARE GOING FAST
HOUSES
24 campus locations. 3-bdrrn. - 11· call today (251-1814) or see us on
bdrm. Houses. Great locations. Free ·. the web scsuhousing.com. Campus
Management
~~~~g. Quality living; Dan 2513-BDRM. HOUSE
on N. side of St.Cloud. 1 bath. No
smokirig.
Newly
remodeled.
$750/mo. Avail. Immediately 255·

Thm·sclay, .Jnmutry 15, 1998

RAVINEAPTS
Fall 1998, 253-7116.

WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
·10 choose from with 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management.
FOR RENT:
newly remodeled 6-bdrm. house 1
block from campus. lots of parking.
Laundry. References needed.
Female preferred. Call Mark 612·
949-2146.
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM.UNfT
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

~on~~l~~;~a~~•n~~l;.5~:~tlent
condition. Manual and auto
settings. $200 or b/o. Call
:;,'!~:;g;9410 or leave a
'95 MORROW SNOWBOARD 147
baseless bindings. Great condition.
$150 word processor, like new, paid
$350. $100 or blo. Keith 259-6729.
CANNON STARWRITER WORD
PROCESSOR
bubble jet printer, clip art,
good condition. Only $150 or
b/o. Call Jessica 654-8594.

31 '' SONY TRINITRON TV
like new. Pd. $1,200, sell for $700.
Call Bany at 253-7848.

l \I.I, 1'00\\ '10
IIES.:11\ E \ Ol II
l'I, \SSU'IEDSl'\CE:
2d,i- t086.
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Employment

"EARN $750 · $1,500/WEEK
raise all the money_your student
group needs by sponsoring a VISA
FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
credit card fund-raisers for fund-raiser On your campus. No
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any investment & very little time needed.
campus organizati9n can raise up to There's no obligation, so why not
$1000 by earning a whopping $51 call fodnfomation today. Call 1-800·
VISA applk:a1ion. Call 1-800-932- 323-8454 x95.
0528 X 65. Qualified callers receive
· 500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
FREE T-SHIRT.
YOU CHOOSE!!
NY, PA, New England. Instructors
PART-TIME CARETAKER
light
maintenance.
Campus needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
lifeguards,
wsi,
Management, 251-1814 ask for Jeff. basketball,
baseball, gymnastics, sailing, etc.
Arlene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428;
PART-TIME CONSULTANT
516-433-8033.
for

Bridal

shop.

Convenient,

downtown location. Flexible hours.

$1,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part-time. At home.
Toll lree, 1-800-218-9000 ext R3883 for listings. ·

Cati Marilyn at 2~2249, or 253·

7001.
ZAMBONI DRIVER
the National Hockey Center is

$Hl00 POSSIBLE TYPING
part-time. At home. Toll Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for listings.

looking for experienced student
Zamboni drivers. Please call Joe at
· the NHC, to find out more info. 2553327.

SPRING BREAK "98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from $399 and up. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.

WANTED PART-TIME NANNY
2 childfen ages 1 & 6, Sauk Rapids,
mostly evenings ·and weekends.
Must have own transportatioo. Call
253-3108, ask for Jill.
NANNIES!
live-in positions with Prescreened
Nationwide Professional Families.
Top salaries. Benefits. One Year
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.

Notices
SCHOLARSHIP!!!
now accepting applications for 3
$1 oo, Douglas Jirik Memorial
scholarships. Pre-business or
business majors. Can. pick up
applications in Business Building
main offices.

SECURITY/ MAINTENANCE
only 1 mile from SCSU campus!
Overnight opportunity 10 p.m. -6:30
a.m., 51 hrs. /2 wks. We offer a
quality beneftt package to qualified

PARENT SUPPORT GROUP!
Attention
married and single parents
welcome. Meetings held Fridays in
,• 0 ACTNQWt!
Stewart Hall 103 from 1. p.m. - 2 . LAST CHANCE TO RESERVE
p.m. Call Counseling Center for YOUR SPOT FOR SPRING
questions -255-3171.
BREAK' GROUP DISCOUNTS
FOR 6 OR MORE.. CALL LEISURE
TOURS FOR SOUTH PADRE,
CANCUN,
JAMAICA
AND
Personals
FLORIDA. 1-800-if38-8203 /
, WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
SHOPPING AT INNER PEACE
the infinitely· immoral Biblical Jesus
BOOKS
will infinitely torture his own children
in infintte hell if they doynot believe is like a treasure hunt. Find tarot
Christianity. lnfintte persecution and cards, crystal, unique jewelry,
infinite terrorism on the basis of fasinating books and more. 6 blks.
belief subverts morality, integrity, W. of Crossroads Shopping Center
reason, reciprocity, individualism, in white house just past Burger
maturity, freedom, freedom of Time. 320-253-1817.
religion, responsibility, creatMty and
ACAPULCO SPRING BREAK
excelle:nce.
It
is
infinite
totalitarianism. The mental hospttals wtth Bianchi-Rossi Tours! Pa'*-8ges
and prisons are full of inmates who lrom $425.90. Party Extravaganza
believe in hell. To believe in hell is to includes: FREE cover, FREE drinks,
be in hell. Terrorizing people with VIP service, & more. Call for info.
threats of infinite torture makes 320-654-8998 or 800-875-4525.
people worse, not better. Those who www.bianchi-rossi.com
threaten others with infintte torture
are terroris_ls (e.g. clargy). Fight
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN
terrorism.
Question
religion. don't miss out on Ille HOTTEST
Atheism is true. Christians are desQnation in Mexico. Airfare, 7
tei'rorized slaves.
nights hotel, transfers, FREE drinks,
15 F.AEE mea~. parties. For FREE
brochure
1-800-395-4896
To believe in Satan, and (www.collegetours.com)
to believe in sin, and to believe in _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
hell, and to be afraid of all three is a
ATTENTION
good lhing.
.
EARN EXTRA MONEY
To believe in God, and to dependable people to sell roses
believe in the forgiveness of sin, and Thur., Fri., or Sat. nights. For more
to believe in heaven, and to believe inlo. Call Belh al 240-9224 or
tha t Jesus saves-from Satan, sin Janell al 654-8998.
, ancl hell is a better thing.
-T.R.
FREE CASH GRANT!
college. Sch01arships. Business.

J;g~~~~see~ft1:wiLi,! :~_ NONcTRhOITIONALSTUDENT
.
God k>ves Ille people of ~=1~~:,;_~~~IIFree
,,_~ ~S=E=S=t. :Cl=ood
=.3'.:2:'.0-:'.25::2-00:::1::0::X:'.:286=.
•SIJPPOITT GBO.UP,... ._t)Jfilvorld so ,ery much that he.gave- .=---=--;__;:__-='-'--r
----iietcf-every Wed. from 11 a.m. - 12 me, ~- only son, 50 lhat.all lhose
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
p.m. in Stewart HalCRm. 103. We who have l0 Y. because of me shall for help and hope, call St. Cloud
PART-TIME
nd
welcome
·
all
new
non-traditional
have
eternal
life
a
shall
never.
Crisis
Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
cleaning position. Call 240-0150; or
students.
-Jesus of Nazareth
Hot!ine. 253·1962. 400 East St.
253-5511.
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SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWS, CoNettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
curren! listings.
BEST HOTELS, LOWEST
PRICES.
ALL SPRING BREAK localions.
Cancun, Jamaica, from $399,
Florida, from $89, Texas·, Mazatlan,
Bahamas. Register youJ group or be
our Cc!,mpus Rep. 1-800-327-6013.
www.icpt.com
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.
RESUME SERVICE
sfudenf packages. 240-2355.
PARKING SPACE
l'tn looking to rent a parking space
near the intersection of 5th Ave. S.
and 10th St. I would like something
off street, preferably a garage. Call
Sarah al 654-0885 ..
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
· repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free 1·
800-218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for
cu_rrent listings.
SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from.$399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social-hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts. 1·800-366·
4786. http://www.mazexp.com
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"St. Cloud Tech11ical College is

Totally

concer~ed

with providing hands-on experience necessary to obtain a real
job!" "Instructors ar~ .

Committed.co

•ro

the b;st education p~ssible for you!_"

pmviding

ob<ainagood

salary, a license or certification is invaluable." "The newest

Technology

_arid bestmilable

bemg,rnght

at St. Cloud Technical College is required for success i~
die workplace." -A Student's View

'

Sher-Wood
st CJ.OUD TECHNICAL

Louisville

COLLEGE
. {}oUm Oppottwutit.s
1

'

4

I

•

1

'

'

(320) 654-5089, I-800-222-1009 or (VmY) 654-5988
1540 Northway Drive • St. Cloud, MN 56303-1240
1,(}A Acoe6'Ne Facllty

Douglas

. -

Afflm1et.-e Aclont£quel OWO,lurily Educ;e!O< and Empl~er

•2018 8th St. N•St. Cloud•
•(320) 252-2600•
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Swimming Pool, Whirlpool, '
Treadmills, EFX Elipticlis,
Stairmas ters, S au,rias, Personal
Traine·rs, Nautilus, Nordic TraGks, _
Aerobics, Powerciz•e : Tanning,
Raquetball,
Basketball, Water Aerobics,
Weights, Ample Parking,
Co mp u t e-r i ~ e-d B i c-y-s&le--s=;- and

Wally ball

No :Ch a.r ges for summer month s
•

June, July and August

Close to Campus
Only 7 minutes away, Ample parking
Take Hwy 75 S, turn right on Kuhn Drive
(Directly behind Premiere Bingo)

